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The infamous Mardi Gras
celebration made its way to
Murray State Tuesday. Find
out how students celebrated, 58.

I The men's and women's basketball
. teams take on the Eastern Kentucky
~ Colonels Saturday night In the Regional
1 Special Events Center in their final OVC
1 game, 18.

Wednesday kicked off Lent
and many students are
making their own Lenten
resolutions. Check it out on
thenews.org.

I
'l

get the multimedia experience at thenews.org
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Mandatory,
selective fees
fund University
services

forty days of lent
Call of Fame

•

Chalk isn't just for
sidewalks, students
qot caught using It
on a vehicle.

Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor

OPINION, 5A

Face Off
If 'IDK' and 'OMG' are
popular acronyms
used in your writing
turn to 5A.

FEATURES, 78

ACatholic priest places ashes on astudent's forehead durlno an Ash Wednesday service at St Leo'scatholic Church .n Murray

Student pledges to give up her time by volunteering during the 40-day Lent period
E.tcb WHk Tbe News wUJ fe.rore a
dlHttrent 1tudat.' lAnt~ Rnolutlon.

Day In the life of
Murray State ha·s a
well·know nursino
program. See what
it is like to be in the
major.

WHAT'S INSIDE:
Police Beat. 2A
Calendar. 2A
Editorial. 4A
Simply Put. SA
Sports Column. 28
Basketball pick'em. 38
Sudoku. 78
Review. 78

WHAT'S ONLINE:

Cllarlotte Kyle
A11latant Peatu.rea Editor

I.ent 11 here, and wb.Ue many Cathollcs
c:hooJe to slve up rweeu ot sweii.tin&
one tn~dent 11 ltviDc up JOmethlna no
one b.u enough of to begin with: time.
Cindy Puc:btt, ju.n1or from LoulavWe,
Ky., sa1d ahe chose to donate her ~ by
volunteering during Lent,
'q'IJi a really bUsy penon with school
and a pan-time Job, so <my tlme is) one

thiDa

that II 'really a 1acrlfice to me,•

Pucltett aald. "GlVi.ng up somethlns {or
Lent hu to be a sacrlflce - it baa to be
bard, it can't be euy - and It has to
reflect on your relatlonshJp wlth God."
According to amedcancathollc:.org,
Lent 11 ibout Bivins up a aln not only for
the 40-day period. but to rid oneself of
the aln forever. Others, Uke Puckett,
choose to add 10meth1Dg to their dally
Mbltll, auch u performina acu of tindnea.

VIDEOS:
•·Itching to graduate
·12x12 initiative
updates
·Highlighs from the
Racers' game
against SEMO
PRINTCONTENT

.In the put, Puckett

aal~

she pve u_p
swearing and donated money to the
Church, but abe aald lhe wanted to give

News Editor

~
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Rain showers
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~46
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Partly cloudy

24

my job, u my purpQie hett on earth. :so
that's part of my relationship with him,"
Puckett sald. "1 feel like G<td lJ cal.U.ng me

to voluntefr wlth dllferent organlzatiolll.•
Puckett, who ltaned worltlog with the
local Big Brothers 818 Slltell program
lut yeu, sllld 11he planJ to spend more

tlme with her 'little.' a flfth-:~rader
D&med Mtckenlle, and volunteer to walk
dop for the an1mal shelter. Puckett aid
lhe knew wa1king dop WU I Bo00 path
after a frlend ulted her to join.
"l thought about It, because (Macken·

zl.e) Is very (interested In) anlmalJ, but I
didn't have those connec:don• to find out
how to go throUSb the proceJs of walktna:.• Puckett said. •someone asked me
and (becauu of that) I really feel that

God leads me to different thlnp and pre-

senta these oppottunltlet to me."
Puekeu aald 1he. plans to auntln~.~e vol
unteerlJ1a after tent and hopes lndJvlduals will set involved with orpnlzatlons
that mean a lot to them.

While Puc)tett grew up catholic, abe
said her involvement In the church and

lotere..tCt ln her falth lncreased when abe
came to Murray. She credited the people
of St. Leo's Pariah and the Newman
Bouse for the change.
"There arc so many people .at the
Newman House who (I believe) have a
really 1trong !alth." Puckett said. "It
might not seem l.lke lt to them, but they
are role modelB IUld 1 want that In my
lite. It's really important ln the Catholic
church to have a commwilty to Shate
your faith wtth and 1 know I could grow
ln Sll>' faith with them."
Tackllng school. work. social situations and adding tn double the volunt~r
work mlght seem like a hard load to han
dle, but Puckett said ~he trusts her faith
to get her through.
"U l do get stre:saed out. and 1 do feel
Uke I am gtvtng too much, I'll detmltely
pray about that," Puckett said. "When 1
pray at nJght,lt rclaxes my mind. It taktJ
a load off of lt. so praying really helps me
wltb that, 1 feel Ukc God will glve me the
strength to not get stressed out and to do
theso thlngs for hlm."
Charlotte K~le can be rtached at
charlotte.k)'lt@murrgystate.edu.

University turns to stimulus package
Mia Walters

fORECAST

up sometbJ.ns that mdnt more to her
personally. Tile declBion. she taid,
seemed to fall into place.
"1 btUeve that God &!vet me algns, so I
believe He wantt ~ to help people u

President Obama signed a
$787 billion economic stimulus package into law this
month and Murray State officials are looking for their
p iece of that "American
Recovery and Reinvestment
Act" pie.
By making five funding
requests through three different governmental agencies,
University President Randy
Dunn said he hopes to match
University projects with outlined stimulus .initiatives.
Dunn said one example of
this are the renovations to the
high rise residential colleges:
Hart, Elizabeth, White, Hester
and Regents.
"A lot of that work will be
for heating, ventilation and air
conditioning, as well as energy savings," Dunn said. "President Obama has said that he
wants a large piece of this
stimulus money to go toward
green initiatives and what we
are trying to do is present this

high·rise renovation that
would be for purposes of
energy savings to get paid for
under the stimulus package."
Murray State is not the only
institution seeking allocation
of stimulus package funds,
Tom Denton, vice president
for Finance and Administra·
tive Services, said.
"What it comes down to is
that everyone is scrambling to
figure out how they can best
position their University to
compete and apply for these
funds," Denton said. "Kentucky is specifically getting
around $500 million, but there
is really competition nationally."
Some of the money is allocated fo r specific projects,
Denton said.
"We will try to stretch our
imaginations and try to fit a
specific situation to the several categories," he said. "For
example, maybe research
funds could be used for th e
Breathitt Animal Diagnostic
Center, or other similar projects."

Denton said it is important
to remember a significant
amount of thls money is not
permanent.
"It will definitely be a stim·
ulus, but you can't rely upon it
forever," Denton said.
Dunn said he is hopeful
about the proposals.
..We are working on this
very hard and have had good
support from folks in Wash·
ington D.C. who know what
we do, but it sounds like its
going to take a year to a yearand-a-half to see the monies,"
Dunn said.
The American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act was
passed by both legislative
chambers on Feb. 13, and
signed into law by President
Obama on Feb.l7. It allocated
approximately $53 billion,
about 15 percent of the total
package, to education and
training for distribution by
federal agencies.
The three agencies through
which Murray State has
requested funds are the Council for Postsecondary Educa-

STIMULUS BREAKDOWN
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lnfo!l11<ltion courtesy of recovcry.gov

tion, the Delta Regional
Authority and Economic
Development Administration.
To learn more about the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, and to see its
full text, go to recovery.gov.
Mia Walters can be reached
at mia.walters@murraystate.
edu.

When it comes to University fees. many
Murray State students want to know
where the mysterious charges come from.
Whether the costs arc attributed to housing, meal plans or parking tags, several
fees are required. but some fees are selective.
Some students may notice a $3.50
course fee on their PIN System account
and others may sec a $34.50 course fee
added to the list. Varying from student to
student, the amount charged for course
fees ranges depending on course studies.
majors and services provided.
"The course fees specifically, are
arrived at by looking at special equipment
... for needs identified there," University
President Randy Dunn said. "There's not a
set amount. It's really driven by what the
needs are in the course itself."
Dunn said most of the requests regard
computer lab equipment for departments.
"For instance, at this last meeting different colleges requested some fees," Dunn
said. "We reviewed them and then if we
thought they were legitimate for support
then we would take it to the board."
While some students still may not
understand the University fees charged to
them Tom Denton, vice president for
Finance and Administrative Services. said
all students arc charged a mandatory fee
of about $408 per semester.
Dunn said these costs are attributed to
athletics, the wellness center, campus
technology. including that within the
Waterfield Library and other student ser·
vices areas such as the Student Government Association.
While students living on- and off-campus must pay these costs Barbara DeLozi·
cr. parent of a student within Murray
State's Kentucky Institute for Internation·
al Studies program, said in an e-mail to the
University she did not understand why
her daughter was charged fees when she
was studying abroad in Segovia, Spain.
"The main issue is that while Murray
State University may have justification for
charging an administrative fee for the rcgbtration of courses," DeLozier said. " ... It
cannot justify assessing a mandatory student fee and wellness center fee to KliS
program participants who are not officially students at Murray State."
Executive Director of the KliS Program
Chris Bierwirth said he also does not
agree with the fees.
"I don't think it's fair, or frankly ethical
to charge students fees for which they
have no access to," Bierwirth said.
Though students abroad question the
fees, Dunn said every program has a set
amount of fees and much consideration is
taken into what fees to include, exclude,
raise or adjust.
"But the point is, I guess two-fold,"
Dunn said. "One of which. they have to be
approved by the board. So before we take
it to the board it has to be justified, and
that would be the second point I'd share."
For fee information e-mail the Bu rsar's
Office at bursar.office@murraystate.edu.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

News Editor: Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor:: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809· 4468
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This week- - -- - - - - - - - Saturday
•Naoa

vs. IllilloJ8
double-header, bapa Meld. &ee
..,. ,.... Mea's buketball vs.
Eastern KentUcky; RSSC. free

e2 p.m. IaCer Classic Golf: Miller
Golf Course. fl'ft

-1:10 p.m. Cinema lilt~
"The Counterfeiters:" cams Ceft.
ter Theatre. free ud opea to 1M

•700 p.m. Mlnlstry Open To All
lJlble wdy; 1606 Poplar St.; open

·5:15 p.m. Worn·
en's basketball
vs.
Eastern
Kentucky State,
free

e6 p.m. Dinner at the Wesley
Foundation, $1
to the public

publi~

Comino Up

Now Playing
Racer. Clus1c Golf; MiDer
\.MIIIX.

free

teJmis w. Southeru
Jllinols; hrcell Tennis Courts. free
.S pa CAB ~ SGA Oftice
C'o.trls Center fiJlt flqor; open to pub4 p&

~JMD's

lic

•March 2S: Celebrate Women's LliiCheolt

Cinema International

•2 p.m. Bueball ...... AlbDsu StJde:,
Reagan Field, free
•U:aO p.m. Homemade L~
BCM.$1
e5 p.m. SGA aaeedaa; Om& CEtater
Barkley R.OQIQ; open to pUblic
.. p.m. Ministry Open To All fellow..
sblp; 1606 Pupllr St.

Q a.m.; CUTis CerDr t..ve Ballroom

"Curse of the Golden Plower"
(China): Thursday- March 7

"Darwiil's Nightmare" (USA):
April2 • 4
"Mountain Top Removal• CUSA):
Aprill7
Movies b~in at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

lf you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at 111 Wilson Hall, fax
to 809·3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Police Beat- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Feb.19
.. 1:23 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported a stolen
license plate. An officer took a
report for theft by unlawful
• taking less than $300.
• 5:10 p.m. Murray State Police
near the Murray Animal Hos• pita! issued a citation to
: Christopher A. McClain, nonstudent from Murray, for driving without reregistration or
proof of insurance.
~ 9:Sl p.m. A caller ncar Franklin
College and Roy Stewart Stadium reported hearing a gunshot. An officer checked the
area, but found no one.
~

~ Feb.20
1:04 a.m. A caller from the
Main Street parking lot report~ ed a fight in the parking lot of a
fraternity house near North
14th Street. ;Murray Police
J Department was notifie<l. Ken• tucky State Police also
,. responded to the incident.

1:35 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Joshua A. Gibson,
nonstudent from Henderson,
Ky., for operating a vehicle
with a suspended license. Gibson was pulled over for failing
to dim his bright lights.
J()oll p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported an automobile accident. Murray State
Police issued a citation to Maoqiang Diao. freshman from
Murray. for leaving the scene
of a crime and not having a
license.

Feb.21
1:13 a.m. Murray State Police at
16th Street and the Howton
Agricultural
Engineering
building issu,e d a citation to a
driver for driving the wrong
way on a one-way street.
11:26 a.m. Murray State Police
at Applebee's took a report for
a Murray State truck that hit a
parked car and drove away.
Murray State Transportation
services were notified.

5:36 p.m. The residence director at Elizabeth College report·
ed a second floor shower
would not turn off. Central
Plant was notified.

Feb.22
12:17 a.m. A caller from White
College reported receiving
threatening phone calls. An
officer took a report.
5:14 p.m. A Murray State offi.
cer reported receiving two
calls from a call box at Roy
Stewart Stadium. An officer
checked the area, but found no
one. The Telecommunications
Department was notified.
9-.32 a.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported someone tampering with a lock. An officer
found no damage but said the
lock was changed. The caller
was given the new key.

Feb.23
2:22 p.m. A caller from Central
Plant reported an abandoned

bicycle next to the building. An
officer took a report.
7:55 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a person having a seizure by the back door
of the building. Emergency
Medical Services was notified,
but subject refused transport.
An officer took a report.
8:12 p.m. A caller from lee
C lark College reported a
smoke detector activated in a
fourth-floor room. Central
Plant, the state fire marshal
and the Office of Environmen·
tal Safety and Health were
notified. An officer took a
report.

Feb.19
1l:J8 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
rq»rted stUdents ~JWIQ.ns on a
vehicle wkh cbalk in the Roy Stewart Stadium parkinaJ lot. An offi.eer
!ij)Oke with the atUdents.
owner to the vehicle was contacted.
11:30 p.m. A caller from 16th
and Main streets reported a
possibly intoxicated person
who was injured. The Murray
Police Department was notified.

Feb.25

Feb.24

12:41 a.m. A

8 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a vehicle with
both red and purple decals displayed. Murray State parking
enforcement was notified.
8:45 a.m. A Facilities Management worker at College Courts
requested a vehicle be moved
in order to trim trees. The

caller from
Regents College reported people camping in a tent in front
of the building. A Murray State
officer told the students they
cannot put a tent up without
notifying Housing or the Stu·
dent Government Association.
11:44 a.m. A caller from General Services reported an cxplo-

sion behind the building. The
explosion was intentional and
caused by a substance placed
in a plastic bottle. An officer
took a report and initiated an
investigation.
11:44 a.m. A Racer Patrol offl·
ccr at Racer Arena reported a
student upset about receiving a
parking ticket. An officer
spoke with the student.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 1
Arrests -1

Assistant News Editor Robin
Phelps compiles Pollee Beat
with materials provided by Public Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

~

MURRAY STATE SPEECH AND DEBATE UNION
Presents:

The Annual

PROVOST PREMIERE
Women's
Men's
Children's
clothing and accessories

The Top Four Residential College
Debate Societies Will Argue for the Cash Prizes and the First Place Title

Clark vs. Regents-Springer/Franklin
Traci Rose and David Szemeredy vs. Susan Odie and Jonathan Burdon
(Government Team)
(Opposition Team)

TRAOE

MARK

This house would extend the hours ofoperation for two major on-campus facilities

Elizabeth vs. Hart
Robin Phelps and Trent Cossey vs. Tim MacAllister and Shauna Dillon
(Government Team)
(Opposition Team)
This house believes that students receiving regional tuition waivers should have to
live on campus at least three of their four years at Murray State

J BRAND

....

,.,.~~

With Guest Judges:

Honorable E. Robert Goebel, United States District Magistrate Judge

T RINA TURK

Owensboro, Ky

LuAnn C. Glidewell, Esquire, attorney and small business consultant

.•
~

Louisville. Ky

Amber B. DuVentre, M.S., coordinator of domestic graduate recruitment

denim

Murray State University

Mona Lisa Warren, free lance event planning specialist
Nashville, Tenn

Robert (Bobby) Goebel, M.S., pharmaceutical sales representative
GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceutical Company

March 5
7:30p.m.
Wrather Museum Auditorium
The Speech and Debate Union supports the American Democracy Project

+~~z~
1304 D Chestnut St.
University Shops
270-761-JACK (5225)

Coming Soon
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On Campus

T-room commences meal takeout program, seeks feedback
Brittany Andrews

cook or do not have a meal plan. The program
has the added benefit of increasing revenue and
bringing in new business to Food Servkes, she
"Dinner from our kitchen to yours" is the said.
catchphrase for Thoroughbred Room Takeout,
After the distribution of flyers and advertisethe new Food Services progr<lm that provides a mcnts, takC\>Ut items arc now more popular,
pre-cooked, microwaveable, one-dish meal to- Benton said, selling <.lUt for several days consecgo.
utively.
LoPiccolo hopes to eventually expand the
T-Room Takeout started Feb. 13, and offers a
four-serving lasagna for $9.99, a four-serving menu, adding options such as vegetarian
meatloaf for $9.99, a six-serving chicken tetraz7.- entrees, pasta primavera, chicken alfredo and
ini for $12 and eight Sister Schubert Rolls for spaghetti with meat sauce.
$3.60. The takeout items are available in the · LoPiccolo said she thought having readyThoroughbred Room from 7 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. made dinners nvailable for those with a busy
Monday through Friday.
schedule would prove helpful.
Terri Benton, associate director of Food Ser"I know I don't want to go home and cook
vices, implcmt•nted the program at the sugges- after working all day," LoPiccolo said.
LoPiccolo said faculty, staff and community
tion of aT-Room cook, Lisa LoPiccolo.
"The T ·Room has catering, but this is grab- members purchase the takeout items, someand-go, so if something comes up at the last times buying several items at once to have dinminute, this would be the option for those pco- ncr ready for several days in advance.
LoPiccolo said she would like feedback for the
pte," Benton said.
According to Benton, the program is available program, including suggestions of prospective
to anyone, but is geared toward faculty, staff and menu items. Those interested should place comcommuter students who arc typically busy with ments in the suggestion box in the T-Room.
Brittany Andrews can be reached at
meetings and family life.
· These students may do not have time to
brittany•.1ndrcws@murraystate.edu
Contributing writer

Kristen Millt>r/The New,·

The T·Room now offers meals from their kitchen and restaurants such as Jasmine's in packaoed and ready-tomake.

ThllrSUJ, FriiiiJ& Sl1lraJ lllYI

Feb. 26, 27 &28
,.::,.,.,.
TAN in anv bed

s1oo

'{;annln(l· .• utJit (ltJtJ~. ~tull (l~at!

ON SALE
•

,_I..

Sign-up for •1799 VIP Unlimited Tanning
express

tan

NEW LOCATION
Mineral Wells Shopping Plaza
(across from Save·A·Lot)

(731) 644-9101

(RECK OliT OUR

www.myexpresst•n.com

WEB SITE FOR BAND UPDATES AND INFORMATION
bh:applemurray.com
sxc.hu

Curris Center Theater Presents:
Show times:

SEAN PENN

CMtU HIRSCft JOSti I$R0ltt.f OltGO LUN.A •

• Thursday at 10 p.m.
• Friday at 10 p.m.
• Saturday at 2 p.m.
and 10 p.m.
• Sunday at 2 p.m.
and 7 p.m.

Admission:

Sponsored by:

FREE

CAJfl't/SACHY/TIESBOARD
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Opinion Editor: Clayton Vertrees
Pho ne: 809-5873

Our view

If students chose their own fees
Anew payment system for studeri.t fees could encourage campus awareness
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
What if Murray State found a way for stu-

dents to pay only for the services they utilize?
Students already scan or show their cards
to purchase meals from Food Services, check
out books at libraries and attend athletic
events.
Many of the funds collected from mandatory student fees go toward nt:cessary projects
to make Murray State a more viable, up-todate institution. But, students occasionally
complain that they may not know where their
dollars go.
To raise awareness in University spendin~.
Murray State could look to students to contribute imput through a more interactive sys-

tern for expense payment. Students use their
Raccrcards on a daily basis to access amenities on campus. Why not usc those swipes as
way to finance the places students actually
invest thl'ir time on campus?
Instead of feeling frustrated at various University fees each semester, students could
pick and l'hoose which services they paid for.
Students could take on these expenses a
semester in advance, much the same way
Murray State already administers other
expenses such as parking tags and meal plans.
For services including the wcllness center,
students could decide a semester beforehand
whether or not to purchase a package giving
them access to the facility. If students decide ·
to usc campus services without paying ahead

of time they could still swipe their Racercards
and pick up expenses.
If students had the option to swipe their
Racercards to usc specific services on campus
or arrange them online, they would only have
to pay for the services on campus they uti·
lized. As studcnts support cert<~in locations
on campus with their presence, facilities
would sec funding in proportion to their popularity.
Considering most student fees are only a
matter of a few dollars, students would see little in the way' of a price change. In essence,
the money a typical Murray State student
might spend on fees in a given semester
would just rearrange itself based on student
activities.

Aside from a more interactive way for students to choose which fees they pay on campus, the new payment system would also
make students more conscious of what their
University has helped fund. If Murray State
students could manually choose which programs to pay for, the University would have
more campus feedback on things such as new
investments.
The News believes administrators could
apply this system not only to buildings themselves. but also to organizations such as fme
arts or athletic programs. If students swiped
their cards at events sponsored by University
groups such as theater performances or athletic competitions, they could appreciate the
direct impacts of their financial support.

what do you think•••
were you surprised by any unexpected costs at college?
I've had to spend a lot of money on Tshirts for shows and organizations."
Maggie Gorman • Louisville, Ky
junior
"You have to pay for your diploma! Also.
when I took my first CIV exam. I had to
buy my own exam book."

Shelly Martinez • Murray,
senior
"Club fees.~ Really, I'm ·only in one club. but
I never saw it coming.'
Clay BriQance • Beechmont; Ky.
junior

Your voice

Letters

Student organizations initiate world dialogue

Buster Whitfill
Buster Whitfill is a
senior from
Hardinsburg, Ky.

People all over the world, in
the U.S. and abroad, live in their
own spheres.
These spheres are comprised
of what they know - spheres
that, for all intents and purposes,
unknowingly coexist amongst
themselves.
Our earliest ancestors came to
understand the keys to survival
quickly: Stand together against
enemies; work together for the
good of all. People of all religious backgrounds and traditions, from every comer of the
planet, of every skin color, are
taught what is known nearly
universally as The Golden Rule.
'·'Do unto others as you'd have
them do unto you" is something
all of us have heard from a guiding figure in our lives at some
point, be it a parent, a teacher or
a friend . I'd like for you, the
reader, to imagine your life
without such a person.
Imagine a world without people who hold open doors. without people who shovel snow
from sidewalks and imagine,
above all else, a world in which
people care only for their own
individual gain. Would society
be as advanced as it is today? Or
would mankind, as is more likely, have ceased to exist centuries, if not millennia, ago?
1 believe that people prefer to
remain unaware of what's going

thenews
M U RRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail: thenews®murraystate.edu
fax: 809-3175

thenews.org

on in the spheres of others in
our world, and that must
change. Just as we banded
together to form nations, tech·
nology has now opened opportunities for us to band together
with others at greater distances
to accomplish even greater
things. I deeply believe the
human race has advanced as far
:\s it has because of its capacity
for compassion.
President Obama stated in his
address to Congress Tuesday
that hope is often found in unexpected places. "Often it is found,
in ordinary citizens, who are
anything but ordinary," he said.
If such a hope exists anywhere,
it exists in humanitarians committed to the welfare of their
neighbors, selflessly giving of
themselves for tho betterment of
our world."
On our campus, there are
many groups that have done just
that.
I have been impressed by tbe
efforts of Greek organizations,
international student groups
such as International Student
Organization and Indian Student
Association. Groups dedicated
to specific causes such as
W.E.E.P. for Southern Sudan,
Murray Environmental Student
Society, Greek Student Association, Amnesty International and
countless others comprised of

members who give their time,
energy and money to help others. These students have a personal stake in the problems facing mankind, and through their
coUaborative efforts have
touched many lives.
Recently, I have seen a personal dream of mine grow. In
November of last year, I put
together a Faccbook group
called Murray Students for
Humanitarian Action. Our
vision is simple: Unite with others and work together to make a
difference. As a group, we welcome members of varying religious and ethnic backgrounds,
people from all points on the
political spectrum and welcome
those marginalized by society.
Our dream is to put aside personal problems so we can face
greater issues in our community
and world, for we desire to show
everyone what a united effort
can bring.
Our world is facing tough
times, and it is time to take a
look at what we're going to do
about it. Consider your role as
a world citizen. United we can
make a difference. With determination we will make a positive impact on our planet. We
must not be complacent about
our problems, and we cannot
wait for politicians to address
them. Change is possible.
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Dear Editor,
What happened to the boys?! Cheerleaders, I mean!
My granddaughter and I miss them. She has been coming to
the games since she was three (now 13) and she wanted to
know why the boys were not there. They added so much to the
enjoyment and excitement of the performance of the cheerleaders.
Don't get me wrong the girls are really good but there are 15
of them (there was only 10 or 11 when the boys were on the
team) so it can't be that money is the issue. I spoke to a couple
of the boys to find out why the change but they said they were
not given a reason and they wanted to return if given the
chance.
Give them the chance they deserve and bring back the
excitement. Please bring the boys back, then we can truely be
represented by all of Murray State
-Norma Sue Miller, Almo, Ky.

j

From the front
{from top left) Mardi Gras picture by Misty Mays/The News; Basketball cutout by Kristen Miller/ The
Newr. video camera graphic by Misty Hays/The News; {sidebar from topl Call of Fame graphic by
Kristen Miller/The News; Face Off graphic courtesy of t·mobile.com: Day in the life of picture by
Lauren Bell/The News; weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The News; weather information courtesy
weather.com

Advertising Manager • 809·4478
Production Manager • 809·5874

Keep an eye out for the male cheerleaders
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Face Off

Simply
Put

Does social media hurt writing abilities?
NO
YES
Social media
offers ways to
practice writing
I'm a writer. It says so on my
business cards. I'm a journalism
student who went into the field
because I Jove to write. I write for
this very paper, and you might
recognize my name from the awesome and hilarious movie and
video game reviews.
Now that I've earned your trust
by implicitly stressing my cn~den
tials, allow me to make an argument.
The tropes of the information
age - things such as constant,
instantaneous contact provided
through text messages, IMs, Facebook and Twitter - have not damaged the average person's ability
to. write.
True, the greatest majority of
people my age admit weakness in
the fields of spelling and grammar. I'm willing to concede that.
That has less to do with texting
and more to do with education.
Those standardized tests at the
end of each K through 12 school
year don't test spelling or grammar, so those things aren't taught
anymore.
If students play their cards
right, they may not have to worry
about being graded on such things
until college-level English courses. This means they only have to
learn such things for two semesters out of how many? Simply put,
people are already poor writers.
It's a sad fact. But, it isn't being
caused by Twitter.
There arc a substantial number
of writers on Twitter. Charlie
Huston, a crime noir author, has a
Twitter. He uses it to write a short
story in 140 word increments. He
c~e to Twitter as a good writer.
Using Twitter hasn't degraded his
writing ability. Digital communication doesn't much affect one's
writing. His or her ability depends
in large part upon their actual
ability going in.
If anything, however, the argument can be made digital communication could improve one's
writing. Take for example, Twitter. For those who don't know.
Twitter is basically like Facebook
status updates. with none of the
other facets of Faccbook. When
you have a Twitter account,
you're given 140 characters with
which to say what you want.
As many journalists can attest,
it can be difficult to write concise-

Runamuk

Give the English
language room
to flourish

Cody Arant
is a Staff writer for The
Murray State News from
Paducah, Ky.
ly. To write concisely, authors
must use their words carefully.
The writer can't spend forever
describing or explaining something.
They need to choose the fewest
number of words that will convey
their message. Twitter is an excel·
lent tool for encouraging this type
of writing.
Texts also encourage concise,
powerful writjng. It is a pain in
the ass to type any substantial
amount of text on a number pad.
For example, "Where are you? I
was thinking of getting food at
Winslow. They're having steaks
and I sort of like them," becomes
"Wanna grab steak at Winslow?"
promptly followed by a response
of ''no thx."
Besides encouraging concise,
powerful writing, digital communication encourages prolific writing.
The best way to improve as a
writer is to practice; just simply to
write. In today's busy world. most
people aren't going to set aside
time to write. But, digital communication sort of backdoors writing
practice into people's everyday
lives.
So, digital communication isn't
the boogey man here. It gets people writing, and it encourages
good writing habits. It probably
doesn't magically improve anyone's writing, but it is at least a
positive step.

We've all seen them: c·mails littered with "lol," Facebook messages with words mysteriously
missing vowels and innumerable
MySpace accounts employing the
construction "Sk8erboi." Thank
you, Avril Lwignc. Thank you so
much.
Teachers and critics are concerned about "abbreviated English" or "text speak" tarnishing
students' writing skills and they
have reason to be.
Studies have shown students
are coming into college with
more inadequate writing and
reading skills than in past years.
As a result, an increasing number
of students are being forced into
remedial English classes just to
review basic writing forms. Even
more surprisingly, businesses and
corporations have spent millions
of dollars in the past few years
retraining pcrsonnt.!l on writing
memos and e-mails.
As a creative writing major, I
consider myself somewhat of a
purist when it comes to language.
I find it a shame not to utilize our
beautiful and expansive language
to the extent of its capabilities.
Aside from the shudder my spine
n•ceivcs when t sec a particularly
wonderful adjective stripped of
its vowels, I'm more concerned
about text messaging's effect on
students' writing habits, specifically regarding three areas:

John Vaught
is a Copy Editor for The
Murray State News from
Central City, Ky.

1. Time/ Effort: Our generation's hyperactive and multi-tasking tendencies haven't helped the
issue with language. Teenagers
have learned not to devote too
much time to any one activity. Do
makeup and drive. Study, watch
TV and listen to your iPod. Why
call if you can text? Attention
flees when faced with a time-consuming task such as writing a
research paper.
Therefore, students try to get
through academic writing as
quickly as possible, often neglecting or failing to recognize mistakes, particularly with grammar
and spelling. They don't proofread carefully and they may even
accept mistakes as correct by
instant messaging standards.
2. Vocabulary: "Text speak"
abbreviations are often simplified
versions of already simple words
or phrases and the variety of
words one might ftnd in the ••text
speak" dictionary is surprisingly
slim. Longer, more infrequently
used words are forgotten in order
to keep sentences short and easily
understood.
As a result, students' vocabularies shrink, leaving school papers
devoid of the intellectual skill
expected of college-level work.
What would the world be like if
laughter could only be described
as "out loud." or worse yet, done
rolling on the floor? No chuckled.
No guffawed. No fun.
3. Informality: Perhaps one of
the more unsettling issues is how
students relate to a written audience. In an article I read, the
author noted an instance when a
teenager filled out a job application using "text speak," using
overly simple sentences and
replacing "to" with "2". Students
have carried their informal language into the workplace and
classroom, places where it neither
succeeds nor belongs.
While I don't believe "text
speak" will bastardize the English
language as many have suggested,
evidence shows problems have
arisen in student writing since its
Internet inception. I get a sense of
pride when witnessing our language changing and adapting to
itself but when the results interfere with sound education. I'm
not "rofl."

Trevin Holder
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The Amazing Barack pulls·
hope out of arecession
I believed everything Obama said in
Tuesday's address to
Congress- everything.
I bought it all.
Tuesday night also
gave me a new appreciation for old age. I
wish I had more experiences to compare
Clayton
with
Tuesday's
Vertrees address to Congress.
When Obama finished his speech, I tried to reason what
had just happened. I found myself stt:anded with few experiences to compare with
what I had just witnessed.
In a slight daze. I rummaged through
mental archives. After a few minutes, I
resurfaced with the closest comparison I
could find for Tuesday's spt·ech.
I recalled a memory from my elementary school years. I thought back to the
day when my first grade teacher revealed
the secrets of the art.
She never actually taught the class
( magic. My teacher did something far less
exciting - she explained the general concept of magic.
After snack time, my class and I learned
' magic consists of basically two parts.
Aside from distracting the viewers, magic
relies heavily on the fact that an audience
tends to see what it wants to. If a magician gives his audience reason to behold
wonderful things, it typically will.
So yes, what started as a magical journey into the mysteries of the •universe
ended in a sobering lesson on cynicism.
[ For all Obama lacked in dry ice, Bengal
tigers and lovely assistants, our president
made up for in a desperate audience.
I America welcomed Obarna's refreshing
I hope for the future with a deep, national
I thirst.
I cannot speak for Congressional
Republicans with natural immunities to
liberal words of encouragement. Nevertheless, I felt particularly charmed by
Obama's optimism.
1 A few hours after the speech, it
I occurred to me: my perspective on recent
events had dramatically changed.
Exiting the Curris Center parl<ing lot, I
realized many of the things I feared or
even avoided talking about, would never
really happen. When Obama fmished his
address. America had shifted from at-risk
to stable.
I have no background in economics or
general financial principles. l based my
parking lot realization on little more than
what some of the best theologians generally refer to as "a strange warm feeling."
In the most naive way possible, I knew
America would make it because Obama
said so.
[
Given more life experience, I would
have given a slight chuckle at my warm
moment instead of sitting stunned at how
the president of the United States
changed my mind through a speech. An
older me could have enjoyed the situation
the same way somebody appreciates the
occasional practical joke.
"Wait a second. Ahl I did fall for that
one, didn't II? Well, you got me. Oh,
politicians are such funny people!"
What If other Americans fell for the
same thing 1 did? What if countless seasoned, first-hand historians sat back in
their living rooms, thinking, "Things are
going to be different now"? Maybe these
people believe so wholeheartedly in their
newfound confidence they will go out
and spend the rest of any money they
may still have on a new boat.
Not that they have the money to budget
such an investment, but maybe one delusional purchase could inspire other families to celebrate happier times with a new
toy. If it caught on, these impulsive buys
could create a fair amount of new jobs.
But I can say part of Obama's speech
faHed to even faze a graduating college
senior readying himself for the sprint
toward employment. I have very little
confidence that the United States will
help pay for all my friends' educations.
No matter how much hope a magician
pulls out of his hat, never believe his offer
to help pay off your student loans. Just
smile, nod your bead and walk away.

I

l
I

I

Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystatc.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Homestays promoted
through new program
Megan Locke
Staff writer
A new program from Student Affairs
and the Institute for International
Studies encourages American students
and families to host international students during Spring Break.
The program, "Give Them a Break,"
occurs during the week of Spring
break, March 16-21.
The purpose of the program is to
provide international students with the
opportunity to leave campus during
the break, whether they go home with
students, professors or other Murray
community members.
"We're trying to establish a homestay program for international students during the breaks," Bill McKibben, international student adviser
said. "We want to make it a more permanent program."
Two options are built into the "Give
Them a Break" program. International
students may stay the duration of the
break with a .family or for just a few
days.
International students and families
can choose to spend the time however
they wish. McKibben suggested several options to enrich the experience,
such as a day trip or a family meal.
McKibben said many international
students have expressed interest in the
program. All international and Ameri·
can students must contact McKidden
by Friday.
Placing for the program is based on
international students and the host
families preferences.
Host families may indicate preference based on gender, country and
duration of the stay. International students can indicate where they would
like to go and the duration of the stay.
McKibben said he encourages both
international students and American
families to participate in the pilot program.
"This is an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity," he said. "There are not a lot of
chances for families to meet international students. It's a great opportunity
for families to broaden their perspectives on the world."
Jennifer Bandle, sophomore from

Ashland City, Tenn., said she bonded
with international students by taking
during recent breaks at home.
By bringing international students
home and participating in the Christ
Ambassadors program called "One
More Friend," Dandle said she expand·
ed.her horizons.
"It's an amazing experience I think a
lot of people should do," Bandle said.
"It's eye-opening. My friend and I have
been talking about visiting our friends
in Taiwan sometime."
Kaylec Marks, senior from Hanson,
Ky.. brought a Taiwanese student
home with her during Thanksgiving
break and the winter ice storm.
"1 wanted to take her home to enjoy
things with me," she said. "I would
have felt guilty knowing I was going
home, while she had to stay behind."
Marks said the experience allowed
both she and her friend to experience
something new.
"What I enjoyed most is seeing her
learn new things," she said. "When
she's learning, I'm learning about her
culture. We live here; we have a family
and things to do. Why not take some·
one else and allow them to experience
that with us?"
Julie Chen, an English as a Second
Language student from Taipei, Tai·
wan, went home with Marks.
"I can cook some American dessert,
and her mom taught me about corn
pudding and deviled eggs,'' Chen said.
It's my favorite American food now.''
If more students brought interna·
tional students home, Chen said it
would provide an interesting experience for both parties.
"(They could) teach international
students some cooking, some games
and some culture that is traditional or
popular in America," she said. "It's
good for each other. Sometimes,
maybe they have some culture shock,
but it will be good for them to know
different cultures."
For more information about ''Give
Them a Break" or to register, students
should contact Bill McKibben at 809·
3089 or
bill.mckibben@ mur·
raystate.edu.
Megan Locke can be reached at
megan.Jocke@murraystate .cdu.
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Graduates see slim ·market

Amanda Crider
Staff writer

For seniors trying to find a job
after graduation, the search is get·
ting harder. The current economic
recession is affecting everyone
from major worldwide comp:mies
to Murray State students.
Murray State's Career Fair, which
was first started in the late 1970s in
order to help graduating students
find employment, is experiencing a
decline in potential employers this
year. The Career Fair is Wednesday
in the Curris Center.
According to Regina Hudspeth,
career counselor for Career Ser·
vices, 98 companies attended the
career fair last year. This year, there
arc 62 companies planning to
attend.
"We know the economy has had a
big impact because when we contacted employers ... many gave us
the reason, 'Oh, well because of the
economy, we can't attend this
year."' Hudspeth said.

Although there are fewer
employers coming this year, Hudspeth said that is no reason tu skip
the Career Fair.
"We hope students won't rule out
attending the fair just because
attendance is down," Hudspeth
said. "Tht·rc's something out there
for everyone ... there are companies
out there, as bad as it seems, that
arc still hiring."
Despite the that the recession is
affecting job opportunities. there
arc some companies on the upside
on the job shortage.
According to AOl~com. the 10
companies with the most posted job
openings this week include AT&T.
UnitcdHealth Group, Metlife :md
Cisco.
Hudspeth said there are several
keys to job searching before :lnd
after graduation.
"First, you need to be committed
to the job search," Hudspeth said.
"We tell students it's a job getting a
job.
Secondly, networking is key.

Also, students should have transfer·
nblt.! abilities.''
Hudspeth also added students
should really start preparing for
graduation before their senior year.
"It's never too early to get started," Hudspeth said.
"Don't wait until your senior year
to learn where Career Services is.
Also,
underclassmen
should
remember that during the job
search process, students have the!
Internet at their fingertips. They
should use it to research jobs, companics, chc:ck press releases, annual
reports, any article in the media
they can find."
Students arc expected to dress
professionally and arc encouraged
to bring several copies of their
rl·sumc.
Some of the companies attending
this year's fair include BB&T, Four
Rivers Behavioral Health, Nashville
Technology Council and Teonl·ssee
St<ate Parks.
Amanda Crider can bc reached at
amnnda.cridcr@murraystatc.cdu

'Hate bill' may prevent gay adoption
Associated PreSs
FRANKFORT, Ky. Anthony and Richard
Harland-Bennett, from
Goshen, Ky., are strongly
critical of legislation barring gays and lesbians
from adopting children in
Kentucky, calling it "a
hate bill" lawmakers
should not approve.
The same-sex parents
of an adopted 7-ycar-old
daughter were among
about 100 opponents who
gathered in the Kentucky
Capitol Wednesday to
voice their opposition.
Their calls for "fairness"
echoed from the Rotunda
down the marble hallways.
Anthony Harland-Bennett said gay and lesbian
couples and their adopted
children too often face
"hostility and malicious·
ness from bigots and religious zealots" who pro-

mote such measures
under the guise of protecting children.
"Here in Kentucky, it is
that hate that ought to be
banned and not our fami·
ly," he said. "You cannot
legislate ·
compassion.
However, we can and
must leave hatred and bigotry out of our laws."
The Harland-Bennetts
said they adopted their
daughter Amber in Wisconsin, where children
can legally live with gay
and lesbian parents.
They later moved to
Kentucky, and now they
s;1id they fear if the legislation passes they may
have to move elsl'wlicre
to preserve their family.
Louisville civil rights
group, The Fairness Campaign. organized the rally
against legislation barring
unmarried heterosexual
couples from adopting
children or providing fos-

tcr care.
The measure would
only place children in
homes with people who
"arc not cohnbitating outside of a marriage that is
legally valid in Kentucky."
Chris Hartman, hc:td of
The Fairness Campaign,
said the lt•gislation unjustly rules out potentially
good parents just because
they're not married in the
traditional sense.
Hartman said at least
six
other
states
Arkansas, Florida, Mkhigan, Mississippi, Nebraska
and Utah - have similar
laws that he called "direct
attacks" un nontraditional
couples.
Proponents say the
intent of the bill is to
assure children are placed
in "stable environments"
in hoth adoptive aml foster homes.
"Gay rights activists
have decided this is a
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political issue when it is
really an issue about the
welfare of children,"
David Edmunds, a policy
analyst for The Family
Fmmdation,
said.
"I
believe that most Ken·
tuckians understand just
through common sense
that children who are
wards of the state deserve
the most stable environment that we can find."
Edmunds
said
he
expects the measure,
sponsored by Republican
state Sen. Gary Tapp, R·
Shelbyvillt!, will pass in
the Senate. But he isn't
sure of its prospects in the
House.
"There is certainly
oppos1t1on
to
it,"
Edmunds said. "But this is
Kentucky, not San Francisco."
Stat~ Sen. Kathy Stein,
I)-Lexington, urged colleagues to kill the mca-
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Flu season gets a late start,
officials advise healthy habits
Jessica Perez
Contributing writer
It's that time of year again: time to get out
the box of tissues and a ba~ of cough drops.
Each year, one in five Americans is exposed
to the flu, or influenza, which is caused by a
virus. Sometimes one can mistake a bad cold
for the flu; however, the flu has sudden symptoms with a fever at least in the lOO's, mild-tosevere body aches, respiratory symptoms and
·:sometimes even nausea.
The typical peak months for flu cases are
usually the end of October through the end of
May. but flu season surprised many with its
late start this year.
According to a Google article about the flu,
Anthony Fiore, a medical epidemiologist and
infectious disease specialist at the Center for
Disease Control, said this year's flu season
may have a later start than last year's, but the
cases are definitely picking up.
Judy Lyle, staff nurse and health educator at
Health Services, said this year's flu season,
however, is not as serious as in previous years.
"Flu season started late this year but the
people who ... have been exposed to the flu
don't seem to be as sick for as long and their
fever isn't lasting quite as long either," Lyle
said.
Students are not getting sick as often due to
the ice storm that hit the area a month ago,
Lyle said.
"This storm helped reduce the amount of flu

Kristen Miller/7he News

Some may find themselves in this sticky situation.
occurrences because instead of students being
around each other and exchanging germs, they
all spent the week at home," Lyle said.
Elizabeth Boswell, sophomore from Clay,
Ky., was exposed to the flu last week but she
said with a lot of rest she was fine within just

Across campus
Shakespeare Festival begins

a few days.
"I woke up Last Wednesday in the middle of
the night feeling absolutely horrible and achy
all over but I made sure 1 got a lot of rest and
I felt fme by Friday," Boswell said.
Usually the flu is not dangerous and healthy
adults can fight it off themselves without
antibiotics, she said. If your immune system is
compromised however, you are at greater risk
of developing other serious conditions such as
pneumonia, bronchitis and ear infections,
which require antibiotics for treatment. For
the flu, time and rest arc the cure.
There are many precautions students can
take in order to ensure they do not catch the
flu if they are exposed to it. The No. 1 way is
to always wash one's hands, Lyle said
"Your hands are constantly touching things
that are exposing your hands to germs. so try
and keep your hands away from your face,"
lyle suggested.
Also it is very important to get adequate
rest, maintain a nutritious diet and minimize
stress as much as possible. Taking a daily
multi-vitamin is always h ighly recommended,
she said.
Murray State's Health Services, located in
Wells Hall. is no longer offering flu shots to
students but they are still available at the Calloway County Health Department for $10.
The Health Department is located on Memory Lane and can be reached at 270-753-3381.
Jessica Perez can be reached at jessica. perez
@murraystate.cdu.

The American Shakespeare Center On Tour
will visit campus for three performances of
Hamlet, one performance of The Comedy of
'Errors and one performance of Tom Stoppard's
Rosencrantz and Gulldenstem Are Dead.
The festival ar is 7:30 p.m. Monday with the
fUm "Hamlet" shown in the Curds Center Theatre.
For more information about the Shakespeare
Festival
email
warren.edminster@
rourraystate.edu.

New ODK membersbip begins
Omicron Delta Kappa. a national leadership
honor society, is accepting appUcations for new
membership. Applications are available in the
Student Affairs office, Student Government
Association, Honors Program offices, the Multicultural Center and residential college front
desks.
Students who show academic cxceUence, athletics, c:unpus or community service, are
involved in other forms of leadership and rank
in the top 35 percent of their class are eligible.
Visit campus.murraystate.edu/org/odk for an
application and more information.
Applications are due by 4:30 p.m. March 13 at
the Student Affairs Office.

Speaker assists iDtervlewees
'Cathy Holloway Hill, CEO of C. Holloway Hill
Enterprises, will speak at Professional Development Day at ll a.m. Saturday in the Cu rris Cen·
tcr.
Students preparing for the upcoming Career
Fair Wednesday can get familiar with the interview process and etiquette throush the Professional Development Day sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Psi. Murray State's prof~ional business
fraternity.

F1rst-Year Leader deadline nears

Cycling team hosts first collegiate road rnce
AsbleeCobb
Staff writer
The
Murray
State
cycling team will host the
first road race of the season this weekend.
James Combs, senior
from Murray and president of the cycling team.
organized and planned the
event.
"Putting this together
was really difficult,"
Combs said. "I had to talk
to Kentucky Transportation, the sheriffs of Mar-

shall and Calloway counties and some of the (Murray State) faculty to get
this organized."
Murray State's cycling
team has hosted mountain
bike races in the past, but
this is its first time hosting
a road race.
"Most of the team is
more mountain-bike oriented; we only went to
two road races last year.
and this year we have a
total of five," Combs said.
~we host a mou ntain bike
event every summer at

Lake Barkley State park.
Our run then is about nine
miles which the team has
to go clear every summer."
The upcoming road
race will have contestants
from seven different
states competing along·
side Murray State's own.
The first race on Saturday
is a 16-mile loop beginning
in Kirksey, Ky.
The races start with the
men's introduction at 8:30
a.m. and the women's
introduction at 8:35 a.m.

All races should conclude
by 3 p.m. and is open to
everyone.
The Criterium, a shorter more technical course
with many turns. starts at
8 a.m. on Sunday start
behind the Science Complex and will run through
various parking lots on
campus.
Registration starts one
hour before the race and
will close 15 minutes
before start time.
Race fees are $13 with
an nnnual license.

"It should be really
exciting and a lot of fun,"
Combs said. "Everyone's
just out there having a
good time and rooting
everyone on, and thanks
to the Murray Ham Radio
Club, viewers will be able
to sec exactly where the
racers are on the course.
People think cycling is
hard. but once you start,
everyone can do it and be
good at it."
Ashlec Cobb can be
reached at ashlee.cobb@
murraystatc.cdu.

The deadline for First- Ycar Leader applicants
is March 15.
Applicati6ns are available from residential
college heads, the Murray State Web site and
the Student Affairs Office.

PdntmakiDg Club sells floe art
The Murray State Printmaking Club ..lnkcorporated will sell art from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday on the lobby of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The sale will .include hand-pulled lithographs,
etchings, silkscreens and woodcuts.

Researcbetn.ltscampas in AprD
Bernadette Barton, au thor, wiD speak a t Mur"'
ray State AprilS to Jive a multi-media. researchbased presentation titl~ "The Toxic Closet:
Being Gay in the Bible Belt.''
Barton also wrote the book ~tripped: Inside
tile Lives of Exotic Dancers."
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SUPERFECTA
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the first publication celebrating the best of the best in Racer college life

~

The Murray State News is compiling its third annual best-of Murray State special section, 'Superfecta.' Cast your votes here and
return the completed ballot to 111 Wilson Hall by March 6 and read about the winners when the publication debuts April 3.
~ Best place to nap on campus
Best food to cure a hangover
Most underrated
Murray State athletic team
Best service
: Best place to people watch
Best residential college
Best place to get your hair cut
: Best place to live on campus
~
Best college head
=B~
est=--p--=l~
ac
-e
--::to_g
_e
--=t-a-t=-a-=-=
tt:-ooBest place to live off campus
:
Best place to work on campus
: Best place to have a first kiss
Best place to find a bargain

i

I'

i

i

.

~--~~----~~------~--~~

•••

Best place to take a date

Best place to find a parking spot

Best place to watch the game

Best local band/music group

Best bartenders

Best tradition

: Best outdoor activity/Venue

Best jukebox

Best bookstore

: Best pizza
:: =B:--e-s-=-t-=-M-=-e-x"7ic_a_n_ _ _ _ __

Best place for live music

Best bridal registry

.

Best taxi service

Best sushi

; Best burger

Best open miclkaraoke venue

~ Best beer selection

Best gift boutique

.:• Best place to hang out between classes
~ Best public bathroom

.: Best place to hook up
•

~--~~----~~--~----------

•
•

••

•

.: Best place to celebrate your 21st
~

~--~~--------~~----------

:

,~

~--~----~~~~------------

Best delivery
Best on-campus event

Best place to curl up with a book

Best cup of coffee

Best place to study

Best late night munchies

Best game of the year

Best place for a girls night out
I

Best place for a guys night out

•

: Best Chinese

Best place for a movie

Best rivalry

:
I
'

~

NAM~ --------------------

nON,_______________

~~RCA

E-MAIL:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Residential College: - - --

L

- - - --

-

All votes are write-ln. One complete ballot per student Duplications will be clsquallfted. Please write clearty and legibly. Return to The News office, 111 Wilson Hall, by noon March 6.
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Students travel to New Orleans, Regents to celebrate

Lauren Lanham/The New~

Traditional Kl119 cake topped with Mardi Gras-colored suoar was served Tuesday at
Reoents colleoe.

Photo courtesy of Shelhy Goodlad

Some Murray State students traveled to New Orleans. La. to catch beads in.

•

Photo courtesy of Shelby Goodlad

Lauren lanham/The News

Two students show off their beads and top hats at Tuesday's campus celebration.

In New Orleans. La.. everyone celebrates Mardi Gras.

FOUND:

j

P

I

I was found at Quarters on
Feb. 23 near Murray State
University. I was taken to
Calloway County Animal
Shelter to avoid being run over.
.,.. .. I'm an affectionate male. I wear
two collars: a white one and a
red one with paw prints.

come get me and bring me home!
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1 008 Chestnut St.
Murray
Showttmcs on lite lnlomel

rnov1esmmurrav.com

24-Hour Information Une

27Q-753-3314

MSUSTIDENTS

FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CAll 270-753-8084

·----

Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency
270.753·4199 local, or
1011-Free 1·800.455-4199
fax: 210-753-CDJO • stave@mceonnalllnsuranc8.118t

905 Sycamore Street • Murmy, KY 42071
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FOR$4
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Rates as low
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ANY lWO RENTAlS
MONDAY - 1HURSDAY

. . . . .._.11.

life isfull of risks. And the time to
think about ahealth plan is before
youneed it. Because at your age,
individual healthcoveragecan be a
bargain. So, don't wait! Call Anthem
Blue Cross andBlue Shield today!

...._._<--~·,_.,.....,.._.,.....,..~.,~,_,...........,.,........_~

RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES

(DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)

Animal Shelter: 27Q-759-414

Anthem.+.V

1/trMES TO &DJ

. ~

A lla. ..a..-&,_

Life has Its risks.
Anthem has a plan.

Lauren lanhcJrn/The News

Students make decorative hats and masks at the campus
Mardi Gras celebration•

~

as.~ 59*

Seasonal decor

M0f1081"8mlnc
Many quOted Items available
(purses, duffle bap, wallets etc.)

109 S 4th St., Murray
270-761-BAGS {2247)
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left: Freshman forward Ivan Aska hangs on the rim after a slam dunk In Monday's victory over the University of Tennessee-Martin. Top Right: Senior guard Paige Guffey swoops to the basket Thursday against Morehead
State. Bottom right: The student section leaps from their seats in excitement after a score by the Racers.
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•
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Men's and Women's basketball teams sweep Morehead State, OVC titles in sigh~
Elizabeth Johnson
Greg WaddeD
Staff writers
Murray State's women's basketball team wraps up 2008-09
regular season play tomorrow in a matchup at the Regional Special Events Center with No. 8 Eastern Kentucky University with tip-off set for 5:15 p.m.
A victory over the Colonels will extend
Murray State's home winning streak to 18
games, spanning from Feb. 2, 2008 when
the team recorded a marginal win over
jacksonville State.
In their last on-the-road game of
the regular season, the Racers
outscored Eastern Illinois 84-69 in
overtime Saturday.
Collectively, senior guards Ashley Hayes and Amber Guffey
scored half of Murray State's
points with 25 and 21 respectively.
Hayes also tallied 14 rebounds,
while Amber Guffey had six assists.
They each added four steals to the
Racers' performance.
"It was a win for us. It was a great
game for the OVC and for women's bas·
ketball in general," Head Coach Rob Cross
said.
Murray State furthers its reign in the conference
after defeating UT Martin 82-68 Monday night. When the Racers went up 2-0 with a layup by senior forward Angela Mullins
in the first 23 seconds of play Monday night, they could only see
the Skyhawks in their rearview mirror.
Although the Skyhawks proved well down low, out rebounding Murray State 46-35 and scoring 32 points from lhe paint, the
Racers weren't .slowed down.
Amber Guffey finished the night w.ith 24 points and nine

assists followed by Hayes with 22 points, including five 3-point·
crs. Senior guard Paige Guffey added 17 points and three assists
to wrap up the Big Three.
Their offensive performance made up for the Racers battle on
the boards with Skyhawk senior forwards Phyllisha Mitchell's ll
rebounds and Alishla Glover's 10. In addition. Mitchell recorded 21 points behind freshman guard Yalonda Davis' 22.
The Racers tallied yet another achievement with a win
Thursday over Morehead State, 75-71. The achievements include a 20-win season and at least a
share of an OVC regular season championship.
The Big Three combined for 59 points
and freshman Kayla Lowe bad career
highs with 10 points and seven
rebounds.
Aside from leading their team to an
OVC regular season title, sisters
Amber and Paige Guffey are members
of the ESPN The Magazine All-America First Team. ESPN also presented
Amber the Academic All-America of
the Year award for women's basketball
University Division. Amber was recognized during halftime of the men's game
Monday night.
The Murray State men's basketball team,
who edged Morehead State 69-64 on Thursday.
will return to the RSEC Saturday to face the
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky at 7:30 p.m. With a Racer
victory and a Tennessee Martin loss, Murray State will hang a
banner for the first time since the 2005-2006 season.
Head Coach Billy Kennedy relishes the opportunity.
uWhat can you ask for. other than winning the championship
outright? It goes down to the last game of the year," Kennedy
said. "We win and we get a break. we get to share the cbampi·
onship. All year long we're still in a position to reach one of our
goals."

The Racers, who rolled over Tennessee Martin 74-59 on Feb.
23 with Isaac Miles notching only the ninth triple-double in
OVC history, started off slow against Morehead State yesterday,
falling behind early before reeling off seven straight points to
claim a 9-5 lead on a lay up by Tony Easley. The lead grew to as
many as seven in the first half before a late run by the Eagles tied
it at 32 to end the half.
The second half was a different story, as Murray State was
able to get off to a quick start, watching the RSEC erupt after :a
dunk courtesy of Easley gave the Racers a 35-34 lead only two
minutes after the break. Easley wasn't done. throwing down
three consecutive dunks at one point, to finish with 12 points.
The Racers were able to keep Kenneth Faried, the OVC's leading rebounder at 12.9, in check with only two boards, forcing him
into early foul trouble.
Tyler Holloway praised Easley's performance.
"I think he really stepped up the challenge." Holloway satd.
"Him playing Faried, 1 think Tony kind of took that as a challenge upon himself to come out and have a good game. He really gave us momentum right there ... He really hit the boards hard
for us right there, and he kind of gave almost everybody a sense
of confidence and that's when we were able to extend that lead."
After trading runs for much of the second half. Murray State
was up by five with 1:17 to play. A Brandon Shingles layup
brought the score within three, Tyler Holloway was able tO
answer, draining a fade-away 10 footer with 41 seconds remai.Iiing.
;
The Eagles were able to claw their way within two on the neit
possession, but a three-pointer from Steve Peterson fell just
short with eight seconds left and Jeffery McClain bit two free
throws to clinch the victory.
The Racer's played efficient in the win, turning in l2 assists to
only three turnovers, while shooting 52 percent from the field.

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at elizabetba.;ohnson@
•
Greg Waddell can be reached at gregory. waddelfo/)
murraystate.edu.
murraystate.edu
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:Baseball opens 3-1
R.idcy Martin
Staff writer
Off to their best start since opening the 2005 season with a 3-1
record, the Murray State baseball
team hopes to build on its success
this weekend against the lllinois
State University Redbirds.
The series starts today at 2 p.m.,
followed by a Saturday dou bleheader at noon and 3 p.m. The
series finale is noon Sunday.
The Redbirds (l-2) lead the Thoroughbreds (3-l) in the a ll-time
series 4-1, including a 4-3 victory in
their most recent duel, May 11,
2004. This is o nly the second time
the two teams have met in a fourgame series.
"We always know with lllinois
State. a team out of the Missouri
Valley Conference, that they arc
going to be pretty solid," Head
Coach Rob McDonald said. "It's a
big school and they play a really
good schedule in a really good
league.
"L know they are going to have
good athletes with strong arms, but
we feel like we are at the point that
if we play well, then we are going to
do well against any team on our
schedule. Our main concern is ou rselves ... I tell the guys we have to
go out and play as well as we can."
Offensively, the 'Breds are Jed by
senior third baseman Tyler Owen
and junior outfielder Daniel Hill.
Owen leads the team with a .412
batting average and has scored five
runs for the 'Breds this season, also
a team high. Owen's 4-6 day from
the plate in Tuesday's victory over
Memphis was his ftfth career fourhit game.
Hill leads the ·Breds in home runs
(two) and in runs batted in (eight)
and also homered in his first collegiate at-bat Feb. 20 against South
Dakota State.
"Right now I'm just trying to see
the ball and be patient," Hill said.
"f'm really trying to get a good pitch
to hit and not be too anxious and
start swinging at bad pitches. So far
I've been able to do that p retty well
and hopefully I can continue to
keep doing those things."
Last Tuesday, the 'Breds played
their first road game of the season,
traveling to and defeating the University of Memphis. 14-4.

Burn Notice

..

the nevis

sports

Welcome to the 2·Minute Drill's burn
session (A-Rod syringes sold separately.)
Our first bum goes out to Connecticut
bloggcr Ken Krayeske who felt it neces- 1
• sary after UConn's win over South Florida
to question head coach Jim Calhoun. Calhoun owner of two national championships with Connecticut was expecting
questions about the win over South Florida and a showdown with Marquette.
Instead got questions on whether he
would like to give up some of his salary.
Basketball is one of the few reliefs from
the economy and everything going on outside of the gym and it is a safe haven. Yet
this grad student didn't want to talk about
the game; he wanted to start controversy.
Now the governor of Connecticut, Jodi
Rcll has voiced her protest on Calhoun's
comments. Krayeske is the same person
who was arrested for political activism
during the inauguration parade for ReU.
After once reprimanding the actions of
this man now the governor is endorsing
the questions he asks, which disrupt an
unrelated press conference. One more
thing, try not to insult a man that hdps
bring in millions of dollars a year for a
p!Jblic university.
• The next bum goes out to quick whistle
officials. This is especially prevalent as of
late. Whether it be a technical, on a coach
for the slightest argument or on a ticky·tac
call, the unnecessary calls interrupt the
game and compromise its integrity. When
an official controls the game it takes away
from the players ability to play and the
coach's ability to coach. So put your whistle away and let them play.
Kelvin Sampson has been burned more
than Dante but Jets add one more to his
resume. Indiana bead coach Tom Crean
promoted a manager to a reserve guard
before the game against Northwestern.
Crean would also like to promote his other
manager after be returns from injury.
!'We have needed Mike and Brandon to
step in many times for our drills and scout
team situations and they bring a great deal
of competitiveness and energy to our
practices," Crean said in a statement
issued by the school. "Unfortunately,
Brandon is hurt right now. But we like the
idea of having Mike with us and suiting
I
up/
· With no disrespect to either of these
young men, I commend their effort and
root for them in the future however, I
somehow doubt that Bob Knight ever had
to promote' a manager. Sampson's actions
as coach have hindered this program to 1
the point in which they cannot recruit the
talent and perform at the level Hoosier
basketball is used to. This university is not
Will Pinkston
Uf;ed to receiving 22-point beat downs by
Staff writer
Northwestern, a team which bas never
made the NCAA tournament. Tom Crean
Setting two new school records
is an amazing coach who will turn this
at the Redhawks Invitational last
program back around. but he hasn't been
weekend, the Murray State womgiven a hand full of aces. I will laugh the
en's track and field team head into
day I see the Sportscenter special on
the Ohio Valley Conference Indoor
"Hoosier basketball resurrected" and
Track and Field Championships
Sampson is still unemployed.
this weekend ready to take home
A recent special on ESPN has also
top honors.
brought more attention to a subject many
This year, the Championships
o£ us have been aware of for a while: Pack- will take place in Charleston, Ill., at
age deals. This phrase refers to Amateur
host school Eastern Illinois UniverAthletic Union coaches and assistant
sity. The two-day event starts Satcoaches which are hired by college and
urday l)tarting today and ending
universities in order to lure prospects to
Saturday afternoon with the
the school. This includes players like
awards ceremony.
Michael Beasley whose AAU coach was
"Conference is it what ifs all
hired by Kansas State and then shortly
about," Head Coach Dereck Chavis
afterwards committed to the Wildcats. A said. "We've been practicing for
decision which should be impacted by
this all year and I'm confident that
your education and your potential major is
we'll do really well."
now determined by who is coming with
Last year, the host school, Tenyou to what school.
nessee State ran away from the
People who influence these "student"Championships with a total of 128
athletes are earning large quantities of points.
money in exchange for the talents of the
Tennessee State's closest complayers they deliver. Several prominent
petitor was Eastern Illinois who
college coaches have been approached
finished with 86.5 points. Murray
with offers by coaches to deliver players State finished in fourth place with a
to their respective prospects. This comtotal of 74.5 points.
promises the integrity of the game and of
Murray State's Shameka Dial finthe university. You are still techniquely
ished third in the weight throw
there for a chance to get an education. A
with a toss of 17.77 meters. Taylor
large number of people will never get that
Crawford won the 800-mcter run
opportunity. You get it for free, use it.
with a time of two minutes and
This isn't what college basketball is
14.85 seconds, and Katelyn Jones
about and things need to change. I doubt
finished third in the mile run with a
this is what Naismith intended with a ball
time of 5:04.44.
and a peach basket.
"We're in a really tough conference," Chavis said. ..We're defi. · Tim MacAllister can be reached at nitely excited about getting the
•timothy.macaJ1istcr@murraystate.cdu.
opportunity to compete against

Photo-; hy Rick 13urrf!YThe Nt'Vo'(
Top: Senior pitcher l ucas Allen r~leases the ball Sunday aqainst the Racers' tripl~ader aqalnst South Dakota State. Bottom: Junior designated
hitter Wes CunnillC)han slides back to first base aqainst South Dakota State.
Murray State's junior right-hander Dan Huff <I-0) picked up the
victory after allowing two runs on
nine hits over six innings. Marc
Ashley (0-}) took the loss, giving up
five runs liD four hits and three
walks over 4 2/3 innings.
Owen's four-hit day led the offensive attack, while Hill added a pair
of hits and three RBI's. Sophomore
outfielder Elliot Frey also got a pair
of hits and drove in two runs, and
junior shortstop Kyle Tiernan
scored three runs for the 'Hrt.•ds in
the victory.
The 'Breds opened up the 2009
season with a three-game series
against South Dakota State University, taking two of three from the
Jackrabbits. Junior right-hander
out x. Senior
bt·en rtun
Chris Craycraft (1-0) picked up the
Allen picked up the save. He
point and we've played
win for 'Breds in the opening game,
allowed five hits and struck out
McDonald said. "We've had some
four in three scoreless innings,
timely hitting which is always good
winning 6-3.
leading to the 'Hreds 5-3 victory.
Craycraft gave up three runs and
but we !itill ne<.•d to bit better. Our
The Breds' were defeated 3-2 in
pitching has bet!n solid, but we ha-.:e
struck out five during six innings.
the finale with senior Anthony
Huff earned the save as he fanned
a lot of b'UYS who can hit better and
Stacy taking the loss.
more consistently than they have
four over three shutout innings.
Tht.• team was able to rally from
up to this point. We certainly need
In the second game, junior southto improve on that."
paw Daniel Calhoun (1-0) scattered
two down in the fifth but could not
nine hits over six innings and
Ricky Martin c.1n be reached ttt
pull out a victory in extra innings
against the Jackrabbits.
allowed three runs, while striking
ricbani.martin@murrayst:lte.edu.l
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Track, field compete in OVC Championship

I
I
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Sophomore Audris Williams works on 1onQ jump dUrlllCJ practice.
some good teams."
This yt.~ar. Murray State has
momentum on their side as the
Racers go into this weekend's
championships after two solid
weeks of performances with meets
at the DePauw Classic and Redhawks Invitational.
This past weekend, the Racers
participated in the non-scored Redhawks Invitational alongside OVC
schools Southeast Missouri State

and University of Tennessee..'-Martin, us well as out of conference
schools Memphis and Mississippi
College.
Murray State was able to bring
home three first-placl' finishes and
several top-five finishes in the 13event invitational, in addition to
two new school records. set by
seniors Shameka Dial and Alicia
Tempel.
"I think overall our team per-

formed very well," Chavis said. "It
was good for us to face some of the
teams we'll sec at the indoor championships. (After this weekend·)
we're very confident individually
and there are several events that
we're feeling very good about" 1
Junior Taylor Crawford also had
a first place finish in the 800-mcter
with a time of 2:18.82, six seconqs
faster than the second-place competitor, Danielle Henry of SEMO.,
Dial, for the second week in p
row, set a new school recorlj,
breaking her previous one. with h~.r
weight throw at the Redhaw~s
Invitational.
The throw wus 61 fct.'t and 11,_5
inches, good for first place and 11
NCAA provisional qualifying mac~.
Dial also threw a 45'2.25" in the
shot put, only a half inch shy of hq
school record.
Tempel set a school record in the
pole vault last weekend, with a
vault of 12'3," launching her into
first place at the meet.
Her previous mark, set durinp
the 2007 season, was 10'11.75."
,
This week, Tempel was awarded
her first OVC Female Fidd Athlete
of the Week award for her record
setting performance at the Redhawks Invitational.
,.
According to OVCSports.com,
"Tempel is currently at the top of
the OVC Best List for the event.'' ,
"Tempel and Dial arc doing very
well this season," Chavis said.
"We're really proud of them and
t!xpect mu~h from them this week..
end."
Will Pinkston can be rc.1chcd :11t
william.pinkston@murrayst;ttc.edu~·
\.

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
comer of 15th and Main
Across from Spaoo Hall

AM 1340
1o a.m. Sunday

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a .m . - noon

1 p.m. - 5 p .m.
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Alison 'If you like It put
aring on It' Muqler
Sports Editor
Last week: N
Season re<:ord: 41-14

Tim 'Turd f erquson'
MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor
l ast week:H
Season record: 38·T7

Ricty 'Mateen Cleaves'
Martin
Sports writer
last week:H
Season record: 39·16

~·

'

Kyle 'I realty do still work
here' Roqm
Sports writer
last week: 6-5
Season record: 28·16

The Great

Outdoors
GreQ 'the nute man'
Waddell
Sports writer
l ast Week: 7-4
Season re<:ord: 29·15

Notre Dame @#2 UConn
#7 Duke @Virginia Tech
::
•'

i~11 Arizona St. ® Washington

•

.Georgetown
@#12 Villanova
....

:·,••
't #13 Clemson @ #25 Florida St. ·

v

v v
•

•

! Ohio St. @#16 Purdue
#18 LSU @Kentucky
#19 UCLA @California
, #10 Marquette @#6 Louisville
•

#8 Missouri @#15 Kansas
#9 Michigan St. @ #20 Illinois
ESPN.com r.1nkings

·Men's Tennis prepares for Southern Illinois
Greg Waddell

..

Staff writer

tiebreaker in the second set, but fell

•

8·6.

'

After stumbling 7-0 against the
Southern Illinois Salukis Saturday,
the Murray State men's tennis team
will take a week off before resuming play, at the Purcell Tennis
Courts March 7 against SIU
Edwardsville.
• Head Coach Mel Purcell said
borne matches are important for the
rest of the season.
• "We have four OVC matches at
•tiome this year so it's going to work
out pretty good," Purcell said. ''I'm
looking forward to it, 'cause hope•fully you got to win your home
matches. That's the key if you·r~
going to have a good OVC season.
You have to play good at borne."
The Racers (1-5), 5-2 winners
"against Western Kentucky Feb. 15,
·followed up their first victory of the
·season by dropping a winless deci·Sion to host Southern Illinois Saturday.
Southern Illinois struck first,
knocking out doubles partners Ben
Clos and Jose Bernardo 8·5, to claim
the first win. Clos and Bernardo
fought back from an early deficit to
pull within 7-5 at one point, but
they were unable to capitalize.
SIU was able to clinch the doubles point in the No. 3 match
against Mason Johnson and Jadir
Semensin, notching a 7-5 win in the
tiebreaker.
· Clos, playing out of the No. l sin·
gles spot, battled back from a 6-4
loss in the first set to force a

Purcell said the result was disappointing.
"They were just a lot stronger,"
Purcell said. "If some players are
playing better than you that day
you're exposed."
Luka Milicevic and Renaldo
Domoney both played well out of
the No. 2 and 3 spots but neither
was able to pull out a win, falling 64, 6·2 and 6-3. 6·1 rc:;pectively.
Jose Bernardo (6·2,6-1), Mason
Johnson (6-1.6-0) and Jadir
Semensin (6-1,6-4) rounded out the
field for the Racers.
Domoney said the players were
disappointed in the way they
played against the Salukis.
"We expected to do better. (but)
we didn't perform the way we
wanted to," Domoney said. "They
were a good team so we can just
learn from the experience. which I
think we did. On the road's always
going to be tough. They came out
fired up; they came out strong. We
did too, but l think it's just little stupid errors. Just not doing the basics,
playing smart enough."
· Purcell said hls team can learn a
lot from the loss.
"That just makes us go back and
work a little harder," Purcell said.
"Overall we just got to keep working hard. It's a little hard after getting drilled like that but you know
(by) winning a match before we
know we'll have the capability of
playing better."
Domoncy mirrored Purcell's
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have to believe in ourselves
that we can do this. Without believing, you can't do anything."
Grt•g Waddell can be reachC'd at
grcgory.w;tddell@murraystate.cdu.
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WATERFRONT LAKE HOUSE

Steve Miller can be reached
stcven.miller@murray.;;tate.edu.

•at

Eyecare Specialties ··.

FOR

308 S. 12th St., Murray
270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgety consultations
•
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of conta~.o'ts
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tmflral kat and air, year . .d water
oaun lake wllh private dock.
Beautiful, multl-flered detk with amazlnQ views.
S600 a month Includes water, plus deposit.
Call ror more lnformall•
66-})6.1)28
sxc.hu
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Murray State Employees
We accept your insuntnc.e
for your eye exam.
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-::.•• Can't make it to the game? Get updates during the game on

' :': Where the health and happiness
of your pet come first!
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With mating season long behind the
whitetail deer. a buck will not need his
antlers until the upcoming fall. A buck
will drop his antlers as early as December,
but the majority of shedding will occur in
mid-February to early March.
Finding a shed in
nature is a challenge
because they are rich
in nutrients such as
calcium, iron and
protein. They are
often
eaten
by
rodents as small ani·
mals begin to come
Steve
out of hibernation
Miller
and search for much
Outdoor colum.nio;t needed nourishment;
But this does not
discourage peoplc from hunting for the
treasured bone. Hunters will scan the fO'r,'
est floor and open fields to learn about the
size of deer roaming the property. "A
deer's antlers grow back larger than the·
year before, so finding a good set adds
fuel to the hunter's fiery obsession come
October.
'•
Hunters are not the only group seeking
I sheds. Collectors will hit highly populated
deer areas to add antlers to their growing
pile. A matched set that is unusual, trophy-sized or even seemingly average can
fetch good money on cBay or at other aU'C-'
tions. Others usc the antlers they find for
decorations such as chandeliers. coat•
hangers or a conservation piece bung
above the fU"eplace.
·• •
As shed hunting becomes bigger. othel
animals are not the only competition veteran antler hunters have today. Other
bone collectors swarm land, especiallY'
public land. This has led to evolved tac~
tics to get an edge and find the biggest or.
most racks in the area.
Some have trained dogs strictly to bo
antler detectors. A capable dog can easilY·
find an odor usually undetectable by the
human nose. T rainers will spend the offseason hid ing antlers and chaUenging the.
dog to find them. A reward for good.
behavior affirms that finding antlers
means praise. and the dog will become
habituated to keep his nose to the grou·nd
as it sniffs for antlers..
Those without dogs can still usc condi·
tions and strategies to help with their
antler haul. Looking after a fresh snow
makes spotting horns easier. The tan bone
sticks out against a white background.
Without snow it takes well-trained eyes
to make out the racks because they blend
so well with nature's background. Rain
also is beneficial. Wet antlers will give off
a slight glisten as light hits it.
,.
Folks with a good sense of woodsman-·
ship will discover finding sheds com~
naturally. Their sense for good deer locations, keen observation and a general
"feel" for the woods is very useful Usually, the best hunters are also the best shed
finders.
Hunters will instinctively know to
search areas such as bedding grounds;
travel routes, funnels and feeding spots.
Finding antlers in these areas also allows
better deer patterning come fall. The deer
sign you find while shed hunting provides
information to consider when planning
for fall hunts as they might indicate a travel route that bucks prefer when moving
through the area.
Shed hunting is a great way to connect
with nature as winter winds down. You
can pick warm days to spell bouts of cabin
fever and get outdoors. Whether your
motivation L<; knowledge, money or collection and garnishment, the awe-inspiring sentiment you feel when picking the
archaic elements of antlers is special. And
hunters may just find the biggest rack to
hang on their wall after deer hunting season has closed.

Junior Ben Clos hits a forehand Tuesday at practice.
observations on the previous
matches.
"Basically we just gotta keep our
confidence we got against Western,
not lose any of that," Domoney said.

'
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Big Racks =Happy Hunters

~ ~ ~ ~
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Each week, The News picks some of the top plays in
Racer athletics. To submit a play for consideration in
Hot Shots, contact Alison Mugler at alison.mugler®
murraystate.edu.
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File photo~

Senior jumper Alicia Tempel (left) and senior thrower Shameka Dial (right) set school records in their events Friday at
Southeast Missouri's Redhawk Invitational. Tempel improved her personal record In pole vault with a mark of 12 feet 3
inches, beating her old record by almost two feet, and was named OVC Field Athlete of the Week. Dial improved In her
personal record In weight throw with a distance of 6111.5". good for first place and an NCAA qualifying mark.
Senior guards Paige
Guffey (left) and
Amber Guffey (rloht)
earned ESPN The
Magazine Academic
All-America Flrst
.Team honors. Amber
~~(lUffey was also given
":"'Academic AII·Ameri·
.... can of the Year
~> • :iward for women's
:::basketball University

!t.. . . slon

Ri<.k Bur!f•)!/he New\

Photos by Rid; Burres!Tht> News

Sophomore lsacc Miles tallied his first career triple double Monday· the first In school history since
1952. Miles put up 13 points, 10 rebounds and nassists Monday aqainst UT Martin.

Murray State Basketball

- 1

Senior Night

~-~
...... ~
~r

Racers vs
Eastern Kentucky

Saturday at the RSEC
Women's Game at 5:15p.m.

$200 for New Leases
We are offering $200 in Visa gift cards to any
New* Fall2009 Lease Completed**
by March 13.

The Chase @Murray offers
2- and 4-bedroom apartments.
Now at a lower rate!

Amber Guffey

Ashley Hayes

Angela Mullins

Includes

T HE

• All-inclusive rent to include
Internet, cable and
electric with cap
•Private bathrooms
•Washers and dryers
• Fully fu~ished with
new leather couches
and wood-looking
flooring
•New Fitness Center
•New Tanning Dome

jessica Jackson

Paige Guffey

Men's game at 7:30 p.m.

CriASE
AT fli U RRA't

Don't miss this great deal!
Contact us today to reserve your room.
* Available only for new customers between 2/13/09 and 3/13/09.
** All paperwork must be completed and approved, including .
application, lease and parental or sponsor guaranty form .

THE CHASE @ MURRAY
1700 Lowe's Drive
270-759-3003
myownapartment.com

jarad Key

Kevin Thomas

All Students receive FREE admission with their Racercard.
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::.• Singer, founder leaves 8arenaked Ladies
:·
Singer-guitarist
• Steven Page left the
'- Barenaked Ladies
: according to the
:: band's Web site
:. Wednesday. Page
:::· plans to pursue
:• other
projects,
:= including theatrical
:•.. opportunities.
:· "These guys are
~. • my brothers.'' he
•
I
Steven
•, said in an online
•:• statement. "We've
Page
:: grown up together
over Lhe past 20 years. I love them and
• wish them all the best in the future."
:' The band was formed in Toronto and
.: released 12 albums. producing hits such
::: as "If I Had $1,000,000," "Brian Wilson"
• • and "Too Little, Too Late."
::
The other members will return to the
studio in April and will tour in thc fall.
,
"It's the start of a new chapter for all of
:;: us," band member Ed Robertson said.
•.· "Here's to the future!"

..

..

Gun is evidence lo Ul Wayne trial
A New York Cit}' judge s aid he will use
a handgun found on Lil Wayne's tour bus
after a 2007 concert as evidence at the
rapper's trial.
Lil Wayne, whose real name is Dwayne
Carter, pleaded not guilty to gun posses... sion and is free on $70.000 bail.
He was arrested in July 2007 after a
concert at the Beacon Theatre. A police
officer said she boarded tht• tour bus
because she smelled marijuana, and then
saw Lil Wayne try to hide a gun.
Defense lawyer Stacey Richman argued
in court the officer falsely claimed she
smelled marijuana so shl' could board the
bus.
Justice Charles Solomon set an April20
trial date.

..
·.

Clooney meets with Obama
George Clooney r----.....,-,~---.
had a good reason
for skipping out on
- Oscar night: he had
, : a meeting with
; President Obama.
The Osqr-winning
actor
appeared Monday
on CNN's "Larry
King Live" and
spoke of his visit
George
earlier that morning with Obama to
Clooney
discuss the humanitarian crtsts in
Sudan's Darfur region.
Clooney delivered 250,000 postcards
gathered by the Save Darfur organization
to Obama and Vice President Joe Biden.
The actor said both were receptive.
Clooney's latest visit - his sixth to Darfur and Chad - was privately arranged.
He traveled with journalists, including
the New York T imes' Nicholas Kristof
and NBC's Ann Curry. but the Sudanese
government denied him a visa.

House honors actor PauJ Newman
Paul Newman, the late actor and 10time Academy Award nominee. was honored by lawmakers as a screen legend and
humanitarian.
Newman died Sept. 26, at age 83 after a
long battle with cancer. The House
approved a resolution recognizing Newman's achievements on and off screen on
Tuesday night.
The resolution said Newman's
"humanitarian works and incomparable
talents have made him an American icon
who will never be forgotten."
The Hollywood star won one Oscar
and took home two honorary ones. and
had major roles in more than 50 motion
pictures.
Newman and his popular food ,company, Newman's Own, have given more
than $250 million to charity through the
years. He also helped to start Hole in the
:Wall camps across the world for children
with life-threatening illnesses.

Hllltl\y Habits
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Campus organization hosts, celebrates Mardi Gras
Bee Feldhaus
Staff writer
"You show it, I'll throw it."
This b the traditional ..although unsavory.
phrase most college students connect with
Mardi Gras. In New Orleans, St. Louis and
throughout the world cities throw festive
parades to honor the traditional holiday.
Though Murray is a far cry from New
Orleans, Racers and the community had a
chance to celebrate the holiday and learn
some history in the process.
The Murray State International Cultures
and Language Association at Murray State
put together i~ own spin on the colorful
event. In conjunction with Regents Residential College ICALA hosted its annual Mardi
Gras party in Regents' lobby, Tuesday.
Lauren Bell. senior from Fulton. Ky.. is the
president of ICALA. Bell said she has participated in ICALA for two years and thoroughly
enjoys the Mardi Gras festivities.
''Mardi Gras is an event TCALA has been
doing for sewral years," Bell said. "It's based
off the traditional French holiday, meaning
'Fat Tuesday."'
The party started with a presentation by
Therese Saint Paul, associate professor of
French, outlining the general history of the
holiday. Afterward came one of the most
popular events at any campus event: the food.
Bell said traditional New Orleans cuisine
including jambalaya and gumbo was served.
Next, the audience enjoyed presentations
from students including a musical performance by Clark McGee, senior from Memphis, Tenn., and Laura Neal, senior from St.
Jacob, Ill. Mask making came next, followed
by the traditional king cake.
Susan Drnke, assistant professor of Spanish,
has served as the faculty adviser for ICALA
for the past nvo years. She said there are
many variations on the celebration dates of
Mardi Gras. Some go as long as the time from
Epiphany (Jan. 6) to the traditional Tuesday

before Ash Wednesday. Drake said the event
was based off the Catholic Church calendar.
T he holiday is celebrated anywhere there
once was, or still is, strong Catholic influ·
cnce.
"Some people really like to party," Drake
!iaid. "It's the last blast before you fast. It's
when everything has been turned upside
down."
Drake said she was very pleased with the
turn out this year. She said the ICALA had a
great ally in Jeanette LaRose, modem languages department secretary, a Hurricane
Katrina survivor from New Orleans. LaRose
helped organize and cook for the event for
several years.
Goth Bell and Drake said the event was
very well received by Lhe community. Bell
said she was surprised by the number of faculty who came with their families.
nell said she thinks the event w as more
successful this year because of the collabora~
tion of all three groups. Approximately 60
people attended Tuesday night.
Thanks to previous rebate nights and other
fundraisers, the event was free and open to
the public. Sht.· said the most encouraging
aspect of the evening was the exposure to
other cultures.
''I'm really excited to see that many people
interested in other cultures," Bell said.
"Sometimes, in a small town like Murray.
people aren't as culturally aware."
The next event for ICALA is the foreign
language festival. Sponsored by the Kentucky
World Language Association, this festival
hosts community high school students for a
friendly competition in foreign language
skills. This takes place March 26 in the Curris
Center.
ICALA will also have a rebate night at
Backyard Burger on the same evening. Bell
said any student who is interested in ICALA
should look for the group on Facebook.
Bee: Feldhaus can be reached at
rebecc:a.fcldhaus@murraystate.edu.
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(Above) In the film,
Dev Patal, left. plays
on the Indian version
of 'Who Wants to be a
Millionaire.'
(left) Ayush Mahesh
Khedekar plays
young Jamal Malik In
'Siumdog Millionaire.'

...,.
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Jamal Malik (Dev PateO reunites with his childhood crush, latlka (frelda Pinto) In the Academy Award winning film 'Slumdog Millionaire.'

.The movie won the Academy Award for Best Motion Picture.
'

Photo courtesy of movie$Ct.com

•''

:~slumdog Millionaire' shines at Acadamy Awards with controversial appeal
Associated Press

.•'

", MUMBAI, India - ln the narrow
tanes behind the Mumbai train
track.s, the slum's first Oscar party
turned into a raucous celebration of
two: hometown heroes, complete
with Bollywooc.l dance moves and
3queals of joy from old friends.
.~ Every time the big-eyed girl who
<:::Ills this slum home appeared on
:ry, her friends gawked, beamed,
o;boutcd and d:mccd.
.·~!Rubina Ali, 9, was plucked from
the tin roof shack she shares with her
pal't:'nts and six siblings in this
squalid Mumbai slum to star in
-".Slumdog Millionaire," th<.' darling of
'!hili 'Year's Academy Awards.
"l Her friend ~md neighbor, Azharud·din Mohammed Ismail, 10, was also
chosen for the film and both were
•flo"'n to Los Angeles to watch
1~lumdog"
nab eight Academy
·aw;trds, including the Oscars' highest honor of Best Picture.
• Crowds gathered around the few
television sets jn the slum and it took

barely a minute for word of each
award to spread through the slum's
winding lanes.
"It seems like happiness is falling
from the sky," Sohail Qureshi a
neighbor who watched Rubina grow
up, said
The Bandra slum could not lie farther from the Hollywood glitz,
stretch limousines and designer
dresses of the Oscars.
Azhar lives in a lean-to made of
plastic tarpaulins and moldy blankets. Rubina's home is perched
above an ocean of trash. Dirty train
tracks and a clogged highway form
the slum's borders.
Hordes of journalists descended
on the neighborhood Monday. TV
tripods straddled the thin stream of
sewage outside Rubina's home while
rows of satellite trucks idled outside
a usually sleepy tea stall.
"Normally, no one talks to us and
no one comes here, but now everyone is here,'' Mohammed Ismail,
Azhar's father, said before a .bouquet
of flashing bulbs.

If the Oscar excitement brought a
sheen of glamor to the community, it
vanished Monday, shortly after the
final award was announced.
The journalists left, the dancing
stopped and life pressed on as
always. The sweatshop men
hunched over humming sewing
machines.
Squatting
children
relieved themselves by the train
tracks. Mothers washed their dishes
in murky water.
About 65 million Indians- roughly
a quarter of the urban population live in slums, according to government surveys. Health care is often
nonexistent, child labor is rampant
and inescapable poverty forms the
backdrop of everyday life.
Although everyone from the local
butcher to the prime minister called
the Oscar coup a proud day for the
country, "Slumdog Millionaire" was
hardly a phenomenon with Indian
audiences.
"Hit in the West. flop in the East,"
read a front pa~e headline in DNA's
Sunday newspaper. The film was a

tough sell in Indian movie theaters
because it was largely in English, featured few giant stars and skimped on
the dance numbers.
Many people in India also objected
to its gritty portrayal of the country,
as wc11 as its title. which some took
as derogatory. The film sparked
protests in Mumbai and other north
Indian cities by slum residents who
said the movie demeaned the poor.
"No one can call me a dog," Fakrunia Sheikh, 40, said Monday. "I work
very hard."
A widow and mother of seven,
Sheikh is a housekeeper who earns
600 rupees (US $15) a week.
She said the movie has been good
for the families of Azhar and Rubina,
but her days are as difficult as ever.
· ''Look at my house," she said,
pointing to the walls made of rags
and the mud floor covered with a
thin plastic tarp. "What has
changed?"
The "Siumdog" filmmakers said
they wrestled with the complications
of working with children from

impoverished families. Danny Boyle
- who won the Oscar for best director - nnd producer Christian Colson
decided to help Azhar and Rubina by
securing them spots in Aseema, a
nonprofit, English-language school
inMumbai.
Rubina's parents were thrilled
with Boyle and his team.
"Whatever a parent could have
done, they have done much more
than that," Rafiq Qureshi said during
the run-up to the awards.
Neighbors said they were nothing
but happy for the child actors.
"It's Rubina's fate," Mohammed
Muzzammil, 22, said. "We don't want
anything from her success.''
Rubina's best friend Saba Qureshi
wants something- lots of stories and
pictures from Los Angeles.
"My eyes couldn't believe that I
was seeing Rubina in America,'' Saba
said, who led her sisters in Hollywood dance numbers throughout the
morning. "She looked like an angel.
When llci c:omes back we w.ill have
the biggest party."
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In the fall of 1976 Sunset Boulevard opened to be tho best Record Store In West Ky.
Within a yt•ar we added car stereot1 to our mix with the same goal. 31 years later the
goal is the same... This is what we do and we t.ake great pridu in doing it well .
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New & Used CIYs
Quick Special Orders
Quality Car Audio & Video
iPod Intergration

Menu:

• Satelitte Radio
• Navigation Systems
• Remote Starters & Sercuity Systems
• Best Installation In West Ky!

Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St. (Next door to Wendy's)
Murray, KY 42071, 270-753-0113
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Video Game Review~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Game suffers despite sexy, vio1ent g1nnruc s stn~1tos . .
•

Staff writer Cody Arant writes the
video garne reviews.
I have a confession. This is some·
thing that has brought me great
shame through the years. It bas cost
me friends and the respect of my
peers. OK ... here it goes.
I am a total sucker for a good
gimmick.
It feds good to get that off my
chest. l feel like a great weight has
been lifted from my soul. I loved
"Snakes on a Plane." I had a total
nerdgasm the first time someone
explained the concept of the Wii to
me.
That's how l found "Onechanbara
Bikini Samurai Squad."
The gimmlck is this: Women in
bikinis killing zombies.
What's not to love about that
idea? It combines some of my
favorite things in the world: boobs
and killing the foul. reanimated
remains of stinking, rotting corpsemonsters. I was almost convinced
the game was based on a dream 1
once had and somehow the 03 Publisher game studio had hacked my
mind.
Then l started playing the game.
How can I put this delicately?
This game is like peeping in a girls'
locker room: You go in thinking it's
going to be all exciting and sexy.
but it turns out to be really boring
and s<;>rt of gross. I admit. it's an
imperfect metaphor.
First of all, this game is the avatar
of the concept of boring. The zombie killing consists solely of running
around hammering the X button on
the 360 controller. That's it. Just
pressing X over and over and over
for hours. There are three different
characters you can take control of.
Each one controls the exact same
way. One has two short swords. one

asking questions. From there, the
plot makes even less sense. The
plot is dl'livered in the form of
Japanese dialogue paired with
scrolling text in English. Think
"Star Wars." but really poorly translated.
The only thing that would draw
one into the incredibly repetitive
gameplay that repeats itself a lot is
the addition of collectibles. Players
can get stuff for meeting certain
goals in-game, sort of like achievements - actually exactly like
achievements, since they're all also
achievements. The unlockables are
usually costume pieces.
That's right, costume pieces! You
see, there is a "Dress Up Mode" that
allowing the player to completely
customize the looks of the characters. That's right, this game will
suck in a costume of your own
design!
Basically, here's what I'm getting
at: If you're thinking of renting this.
OK, do it. Try it out, but you're
going to be disappointed. You could
save yourself some time and just
watch real porn.
''Onechanbara: Bikini Samurai
Squad" is rated M for blood and
gore, intense violence, language
and sexual themes.
Cody Arant can be reached ac
cody.arant@murraystatc.edu.
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'Onechanbara: Bikini Samurai Squad' allows players to portray ascantily clad female
who slays zombies throuqh different levels. It Is rated Mfor mature.
has a long sword and the third has
guns. The only difference in the
control scheme is you have to lock
onto a target with the character
with the guns.
The game makes a valiant effort
to keep me entertained. They
include levels that don't force me to
run around the same two screens
killing zombies with a sword. For
instance, there is a level in which
players must ride across the city on
a motorcycle, cutting down everything that gets in their way. Fortunately, like most of life's problems.
this can be solved by repeatedly
mashing the X button.
You'd think that simplicity would
make the controls fairly clc:m. All
I've gotta do is run around mashing

X, how bad could it be? In a nutsheU, the answer is atrocious.
Your character is going to get
hung on sharp corners and random
polygons. The c:1mera is unresponsive and gets stuck on junk that
clutters the environment. Normally
not that big of a deal, right? (Well, 1
mean. it is. It's generally a dealbreaker.) Recall, however, you're
being swarmed by foul dead things
on all sides at all times.
The game's plot involves some
shadowy group called The Organization Zombies. The main characters prodigious zombie-cutting-inhalf skills are explained away by
something called "Baneful .Blood."
Oh, and I mean explained in the
anime sense: it's magic and stop

A day in the life .of:

Listen to the leprecha•

I

c

Zero lives: Not worth a quarter in
the arcade
One life: About as much fun as an
invisible wall
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
weekend
Three lives: Your next addiction
Four lives: Game of the Year

Kristen Hall,
•
•
nurstng
maJor

Every other week The News will feature a profile of a Murray State student from a unique major.

Student c.ombines .passion for science to select nursing major
. JessNall
Staff writer
When deciding which
career path to take, Kristen
Hall. sophomore from Benton, Ky.. said she wanted a
job combining science, service, the ability to work with
others and a daily challenge:
she chose nursing.
"My senior year of high
school, my senior mentor
'was a nurse anesthetist and I
absolutely loved it and 1
decided that is what I want1ed to do," Hall said.
Hall said while her nursing classes are a challenge
'but the work is more time
;consuming rather than difficult. Hall said the most

important thing is to keep
up 'with school work and
remain responsible with
time management and
homework.
"You have to be very
mature; you are dealing with
people and sometimes it is a
life or death situation," Hall
said. "You have to be emotionally strong but you have
to h:tve some kind of emotion and affection. You can't
get attached to every person
you take care of."
Hall said her favorite part
about her classes this semester is going to clinicals. to ·
work at local hospitals or
health care facilities because
she gets hands-on experience.

r

"It is such a rewarding
job," Hall said. "For the most
part. you always know you
arc helping someone and in
the long run you are saving
lives."
Hall s.aid medicine is just a
small portion of what she
has learned thus far and she
said she thinks Murray
State's nursing program has
much more in store for her
future.
Said Hall: "Doctors and
local hospitals will tell you
that Murray State graduates
the best nurses and that's
the reasons I came here
when I graduated high
school."

I regret not buying a
pair of Celtic Irish
dancing
shoes.
Instead,
bought
Dutch clogs in Hot-land, which ironically
1 can't actually W4:af.
These purchases:10,
lack thereof> iqo)t.
place when [ was:op
another one of tliof¢
inevitable
faRlily
Harrod
vacations to EuN,;t
with my overzealous, extended family':· · .
I was a typical "know-it-all" toUtJst,
ready to spend my parents' money on so\tvenirs that screamed "buy me because79au
really don't need me." Some quality items,
however, that I (with a finite sense of
observation) lusted after included Irish
inspired garments.
Even though I wanted lovely plaids and
a patched tweed tartan cap, my travel
leaders forced me to settle upon a com·
mercial-looking sweatshirt with the words
"IRELAND is my LAD" (in multi-colored
lettering.) "Yuck!" Is this all I'm allo\Yed
to bring back to the U.S. from sucli an
organic and wool-inspired nation?
My lesson learned (second to the lesson
learned about not traveling with your parents at all costs) boils down to this: Only
purchase these items - wool sweaters,
plaid scarves, funky-looking hats, etc. - on
a trip, that can successfully fit into your
baggage.
Also, trust the wisdom of a leprechaun
when be tells you to kiss the Blarney
stone. The sign leading up to the s.tone
reads, "According to legend, whoever
kisses the Blarney Stone is gifted with eloquence and persuasiveness." I thought
maybe this eloquence could apply to my
fashion sense. This did not happen. Sadly.
with the limited mobility of my fellow
travelers. 1 was not able to reach the Blarney Stone's .stomping grounds.
Besides, I didn't feel like catching a kissing disease. I would get my chance of disease from my dinner. All in one night, I ate
hangers and mash. boxty, coddle and
goody. These exotic-sounding food items
arc typically enjoyed (or not enjoyed) oy
courageous food and travel network hosts
and should not be enjoyed by picky .and
selfish tourists like me.
While my mother was enthralled with
Waterford Irish crystal, and I was already
forced to sport my touristy sweater. I bad
my mind on other things - more non·
touristy items I couldn't live witqouf.
Many Irish women believe in the inl~';.
tance of wearing heirlooms such as: the
Cloddogh ring, the Luckenbooth BroJcb
and the Celtic cross. The ring, des~e<l
with two palms holding a heart, is seen as
a token of friendship or love. One legend
states if a person wears the ring on t~e
right hand and the band breaks, then h~r
boyfriend is destined to be her true lo~
Maybe 1 should try to locate my ring af!d
hopefully by my next trip to Ireland, l will
have broken my Cloddogh ring.

..

Jess Nail can be reached at
jessica.nall@rnunuystate. edu. Kristen Hall. sophomore from Benton, Ky~ examines a student

Whitney Harrod can be reached :.~t
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu
•
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Modestos Modestou. ESL student from Cyprus, plays the mpouzoukki.

George Giannakkas, Christiana Arlstldou and Joanna savva perform traditional dances for an audience a~ the Greek-Cypriot Night last week.

Cypriot students celebrate culture, share customs
Laura Cash
Staff writer

Free food. dances on chairs and Greek music:
This was the scene at the Greek-Cypriot Night
Saturday.
The cultural event, hosted by the Cypriot
Student Organization. consisted of Murray
State students from the Mediterranean island
Cyprus and Americans.
Joanna Savva, sophomore from Lcmesos,
Cyprus, said the event was open to everyone
'and served the purpose of informing others of
Cyprus's culture.
"We showed Cypriot and Greek dances, had
treats and (the attendees) learned an authentic

.

For
videos,
updates
and
more
news

dance," Savva said.
"We showed them how we celebrate back
home," Savva said. "Like, at home when we
dance, we throw napkins .md we throw plah.'S
on the floor."
Bur dancers only threw napkins at the event.
Savva said. This was due to safety and because
Americans seem more reserved during celebrations.
"We celebrate pretty wild," Savva said. "You
have to dance anywhere y(lu go."
Andri Genethliou. freshman from Umassol,
Cyprus, belly danced during the evening. She
said she learned the dance 16 years ago from a
friend anu an aunt.
"It is now a popular dance in Cyprus,"

Genethliou said.
She also said the event. like other CSO
events, reminded the organization's members
of home.
"People get together to spend time so we
won't forget our country," Genethliou said.
Gcncthliou was not the only one to perform
a dance. Savva, Christiana Aristidou and Stc·
lious Hoijiloizou, junior from Limassol,
Cyprus, performed a Greek dance, and George
Giannakkas, ESL student, and George Efs·
tathiou, senior from Limassol, Cyprus, performed a Cypriot dance in traditional attire.
Also performing was Modestos Modestou,
ESL student from Cyprus, who played a tradi·
tiona! instrument called a mpouzoukki.

The performers did not just entertain: they
also taught spectators to dance. Savva said
many were shy and .r eluctant at first but all
eventually joined in and had a.great time.
"We're trying to exp;md our organization
and trying to get people to <:orne," Savva said.
Last semester the organization prepared a
meal at Winslow to expose the diners to Greek
food. Savva said it plans to host more events to
inform the Murray State campus about CSO.
Students interested in more information
about the Cypriot Student Organiz:ttion, e-mail
Savva at ioanna.savva@murraystate.edu or
cypriotstudentorganization@hormail.com.
Laura
Ca~h
can
be
reached at
laura.cash@murraystate.edu.
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WELCOME TO BRINN'SI
Complete Automotive Service & Repair Garage
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE
OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 4 YEARS

BIDES TO C4.11US
PICK UP I DELIVEIIY AVAILABLE
FREE ES71MATES
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Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Sat
8 a.m. - noon

Daily beer

QVALI ... Y SERVIC:E & LUBE, INC:

•••

CERTIFIED MECHANICS

A/C, tune-ups, brakes, all mechanical repairs etc.

specials available .

·

~-~---.

507 s. 12th St.

•

Murray

•

270-759-000S
Open Mon. - !iat:.
1 1 a.n1. - Midnight:
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2009 Recruiters
•AFLAC
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales
Associate; Management Trainee;
Broker Specialist
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Finance;
Management; Marketing;
Organizational Communication;
Mass Communications; Spanish;
Independent Studies; Undeclared
•American General Financial
Services
Industry: Finance/Banking Consumer/Retail Banking;
Finance/Banking - Other;
Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Management·
Trainee
•BB&T
Industry: Finance/Banking - Asset
Management; Finance/Banking Brokerage; Finance/Banking Commercial Banking;
Finance/Banking - Consumer/Retail
Banking; Finance/Banking Investment Banking;
Finance/Banking - Financial
Services/Planning; Finance/Banking
- Other; Finance/Banking Corporate Finance
Jobs Being Recruited: Teller;
Leadership Development Associates
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Finance;
International Business;
Management; Organizational
Communication
•Bethel College
Industry: Education/AcademiaPost-Secondary/Higher Ed
•Briggs & Stratton
Industry: Accounting; Engineering Environmental; Engineering Electrical; Engineering - Industrial;
Engineering - Mechanical; Human
Resources; Manufacturing;
Technology - Information Systems;
Engineering - Manufacturing
•Bristol Broadcasting (WKYQ.
Double Q. Electric 96.9. WLLE)
Industry: Arts & Entertainment Other
Jobs Being Recruited: On Air
Personality; Sales I Marketing;
Office; News Journalism
•Campus Suites
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Community ·
Assistant/Student Ambassador; Part
time Maintenance; Assistant
Manager (transfer to AZ)
•Carey Counseling Center
Industry: Healthcare - Mental
Health

SPRNi CAREER FAIR 2009
Jobs Being Recruited: Case
Managers; Master's Level Therapists
Majors Being Recruited: Social
Work; Learning & Behavior
Disorders; Guidance & Counseling;
General Psychology
•Carpenter Company
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Manager
Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Industrial
Education; Industrial & Engineering
Tech
•Comfort Group. The
Industry: Engineering - Mechanical
Jobs Being Recruited:
Electrical/Telecommunications Eng.
Majors Being Recruited:
Architectural Engineering Tech;
Civil Engineering; Construction
Engineering Tech;
Electromechanical Engineering
Tech; Engineering Graphics &
Design; Engineering Physics;
Engineering Science; Industrial &
Engineering Tech; Graphic
Communications Tech; PreEngineering
•Commonwealth Health
Corporation
Industry: Healthcare- Nursing
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered
Nurses; Physical Therapists; Speech
Therapists; Medical Technologists;
Radiology Techs
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
• Computer Services. Inc.
Industry: Finance/Banking - Other;
Technology - Software; Technology
- Information Systems;
Telecommunications
Jobs Being Recruited: Summer
Internships/Co-ops;
Programmers/Software Developers;
Telecommunications Professionals
Majors Being Recruited:
Accounting; Computer Information
Systems; Computer Science;
Marketing; Organizational
Communication;
Telecommunications Systems
Management; Professional Writing;
Technical Writing
•Consolidated Electrical
Distributors - Paducah
Industry: Retail/Merchandisfug;
Technology - Software; Technology
- Electronics; Technology Information Systems
Jobs Being Recruited: Technical
Sales/Product Manager Trainees;
Management Trainees; Credit
Management Trainees
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Computer
Information Systems; Computer
Science; Finance; Management;
Marketing; Technology Education;

Vocational Technical Education;
Electromechanical Engineering
Tech; Industrial & Engineering
Tech; Management of Technology
•Cumberland Hall Behavioral
Health Services
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: RN; LPN;
Therapists
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
•Enterprise rent-a-car
Industry: Automotive
Jobs Being Recruited: Management
Trainee; Management Trainee
Intern
•First Residential Mortgage
Network, Inc.
Industry: Finance/Banking Brokerage; Finance/Banking Consumer/Retail Banking;
Finance/Banking - Other; Real
Estate; Retail/Merchandising;
Private Firm
Jobs Being Recruited: Loan Adviser
I Mortgage Banker
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•Four Rivers Behavioral Health
Industry: Healthcare - Mental
Health
•Frontier-Kemper Constructors.
Inc.
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Field
Engineer-Mining; Field Engineer Civil; Staff Engineer - Headquarters
Majors Being Recruited: Civil
Engineering; Construction
Engineering Tech; Engineering
Physics; ~gineering Science;
Mechanical Engineering Tech
•Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company. The
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Engineering
Co~op; Entry-level Engineer
Majors Being Recruited:
Environmental Engineering Tech;
Industrial & Engineering Tech;
Manufacturing Technology;
Mechanical Engineering Tech
•Harrah•s Metropolis Casino and
Hotel
Industry: Accounting; Food and
Beverage; Hospitality
Jobs Being Recruited: Marketing;
Finance; Hotel
Majors Being Recruited:
Accounting; Advertising; Finance
•HealthMarkets
Industry: Insurance; Nonprofit
Organization
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•Heritage Bank
Industry: Finance/Banking Consumer/Retail Banking
•Home City Ice
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Route
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Delivery Drivers
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•Kentucky Data Link
Industry: Telecommunications
Jobs Being Recruited: Project
Manager; Rotational Journeyman;
NOC Technician; Network Planning;
Fiber Design/Engineering
Majors Being Recruited:
Accounting; Computer Information
Systems; Computer Science;
Telecommunications Systems
Management; Civil Engineering;
Construction Engineering Tech;
Electromechanical Engineering
Tech; Industrial & Engineering
Tech; Mechanical Engineering Tech
•Kentucky Department of Criminal
Justice Training
Industry: Government - State; Law
Enforcement/Security
Majors Being Recruited:
Accounting; Advertising; Computer
Information Systems; Computer
Science; Finance; Management;
Organizational Communication;
Public Relations; Journalism;
Telecommunications Systems
Management; Office Systems;
Occupational Safety & Health;
Criminal Justice; Creative Writing;
English; English Composition;
Professional Writing; Human
Services; Management of
Technology; Public Administration;
General Psychology; General
Studies
•Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance
Companies
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Insurance
Agent; Claim Adjuster
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Lattimore. Black. Morgan & Cain
Industry: Accounting
Jobs Being Recruited: Staff
Accountant - Tax; Staff Accountant Audit
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting
• Lourdes Hospital
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing;
Healthcare - Physical/Occupational
Therapy; Healthcare - Allied
Health/Technologies
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
•Methodist Hospital
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing;
Healthcare - Physical/Occupational
Therapy; Healthcare - Pharmacy
•Metropolitan Nashville Police
Department
Industry: Law Enforcement/Security
Jobs Being Recruited: Police Officer
Trainee
•Murray Bank. The
Industry: Finance/Banking - Asset
Management; Finance/Banking -
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Finance/ Banking - Consumer/ Retail
Banking; Finance/ BankingInvestment Banking;
Finance/ Banking - Financial
Services/Planning; Finance/ Banking
- Other; Finance/ Banking Corporate Finance
•Murray Calloway County Hospital
Industry: Healthcare Administration; Healthcare Medicine; Healthcare - Nursing;
Healthcare - Physical/ Occupational
Therapy; Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Occupational
Therapist; Physical Therapist; LPN;
Physical Therapist Assistant
Majors Being Recruited:
Management; Occupational Safety &
Health; Nursing; Pre-Occupational
Therapy; Health & Physical
Education; Pre-Medical; PrePhysical Therapy
•Murray State University Graduate
Studies
Industry: Education/AcademiaEarly Childhood/ Preschool;
Education/Academia - Elementary;
Education/Academia - Secondary;
Education/Academia- Special
Needs Education;
Education/Academia - PostSecondary/ Higher Ed;
Education/Academia- Other;
Education/Academia - ESL;
Education/AcademiaOverseas/Inti- Education; Academic
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•Murray State University ROTC
Industry: Defense Jobs Being
Recruited: Engineers; TSM I
Managers; Healthcare Specialists;
Attorneys; Others
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•Murray State University Small
Business Development Center
Industry: Other
•Murray State University WKMSFM
Industry: Communications/ Media TV/Radio Broadcasting
Jobs Being Recruited: Student
Intern: News; Student Intern:
General
•Nashville Technology Council
Industry: Technology - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Computer
Information Systems; Computer
Science; Telecommunications
Systems Management; Technical
Writing; Technology Education;
Construction Engineering Tech;
Electromechanical Engineering
Tech; Engineering Graphics &
Design; Manufacturing Technology;
Drafting & Design Tech; Graphic
Communications Tech;
Management of Technology
•Owensboro Medical Health
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Systems, Inc.
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
• Paducah and Louisville Railroad,
Inc.
Industry: Transportation Majors
Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Computer
Information Systems; Computer
Science; Finance; Construction
Engineering Tech
•Paschall T ruck Lines
Industry: Transportation
•Peebles Department Store
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Management
Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•Pella Corporation
Industry: Manufacturing
•RiverValley Behavioral Health
Industry: Healthcare - Mental
Health
Jobs Being Recruited: RN; LPN;
Case Managers; Therapists
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing;
Recreation Therapeutic; Social
Work; Psychology; Sociology;
Human Services; General
Psychology
•Rosendin Electric Inc.
Industry: Construction
Majors Being Recruited:
Construction Engineering Tech;
Environmental Regulatory Affairs
•Saint Mary's Medical Center Indiana
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered
Nurses
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
•Sherwin W illiams Company
Industry: Retail/Merchandising;
Wholesale
Jobs Being Recruited: Management
Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Management;
Marketing; Liberal Arts
•Slcanska USA Building, Inc.
Industry: Construction
Majors Being Recruited:
Occupational Safety & Health
•Southwestem Company Table:
Industry: Consumer Products
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•Summit Consulting
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Loss Control
Consultant
Majors Being Recruited:
Occupational Safety & Health
Majors Being Recruited:
Occupational Safety & Health
•Tennessee State Parks
Industry: Environment Conservation
Jobs Being Recruited: Seasonal

Interpretive Ranger
Majors Being Recruited: Recreation
Outdoor; History; Biology; Aquatic
Biology; Conservation Biology;
Wildlife Biology; Geology
•Tennessee Valley Authority
Industry: Energy/Utilities
Jobs Being Recruited: Engineering;
Technology; Various scientific;
Accounting/ fmance; Criminal
Justice
Majors Being Recruited:
Accounting; Business
Administration; Computer
Information Systems; Computer
Science; Finance; Criminal Justice;
Biology; Chemistry; Aquatic
Biology; Civil Engineering;
Electromechanical Engineering
Tech; Engineering Physics;
Engineering Science; Environmental
Engineering Tech; Environmental
Regulatory Affairs; Wildlife Biology;
Industrial & Engineering Tech
•Trover Health System
Industry: Healthcare - Nursing Jobs
Being Recruited: Registered Nurses
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
•United States Customs and Border
Protection/Border Patrol
Industry: Government - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Federal
Agents
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•United States Navy Recruiting
District St. Louis
Industry: Aviation/Aerospace;
Biotechnology; Consulting Healthcare;"EngineeringAeronautical; Engineering Chemical; Engineering - Civil;
Engineering - Computer;
Engineering - Environmental;
Engineering - Electrical;
Engineering - Industrial;
Engineering - Mechanical;
Engineering - Nuclear; Engineering
- Other; Government - Military;
Healthcare - Administration;
Healthcare - Dentistry; Healthcare Medicine; Healthcare - Nursing;
Healthcare - Nutrition; Healthcare Physical/Occupational Therapy;
Healthcare - Public Health;
Healthcare - Other; Sciences - Life
Sciences; Sciences - Physical
Sciences; Engin"eering Biochemical/Biomedical;
Engineering - Manufacturing;
Healthcare - Pharmacy;
Engineering;
Plastics/ Polymers/ Materials Jobs
Being Recruited: Managers; Leaders
Majors Being Recruited: AIL Majors
•United States Social Security
Administration
Industry: Government - Federal
Jobs Being Recruited: Contact
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Representative
•United Systems & Software. Inc.
Industry: Technology - Internet/ecommerce; Technology - Hardware;
Technology - Software; Technology
- Information Systems; Technology Network Administration
Jobs Being Recruited: Regional
Account Manager & Sales;
Application Support & Training
Majors Being Recruited:
Accounting; Advertising; Computer
Information Systems; Computer
Science: Finance; Marketing;
Telecommunications Systems
Management; Mass
Communications
•University of Kentucky (MBA)
Industry: Academic
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
•URS W ashington Division
Industry: Construction; Engineering
- Chemical; Engineering - Civil;
Engineering - Environmental;
Engineering - Electrical;
Engineering- Industrial;
Engineering - Mechanical;
Engineering - Nuclear; Environment
- Environmental Science;
Environment - Waste Management
Jobs Being Recruited: ES&H Intern
Majors Being Recruited:
Occupational Safety & Health
•Walgreens
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Retail
Management Trainee; Business
Management Internship Majors
Being Recruited: All Majors
•Wells Fargo Financial
Industry: Finance/ Banking Consumer/ Retail Banking; Human
Resources
Jobs Being Recruited: Credit Manager
•Westem Baptist Hospital
Industry: Healthcare- Nursing
Jobs Being Recruited: RN
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
•Youth Villages
Industry: Education/Academia Elementary; Education/AcademiaSecondary; Non-Profit Associations; Social/Human
Services - Family/ child/youth;
Courts
Jobs Being Recruited: Youth
Counselor; Teacher Counselor;
Overnight Teacher Counselor;
Master's Level Counselor; Family
Counselor
Majors Being Recruited:
Communication Disorders; Criminal
Justice; Social Work; Psychology;
Sociology; Elementary Education;
Youth & Nonprofit Leadership;
Learning & Behavior Disorders;
Human Services; Clinical
Psychology; General Psychology
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Consolidated
Electrical
Distributor

Manage111ent and Technical Training Progra111
YOU WON'T BE JUST ANOTHER NUMBER
WITH CED'S TRAINING PROGRAM!
While we take our recruiting seriously we aren't out to hire thousands of new candidates every year. CEO
is looking for those select few who can stand out and be a part of the growth plans in the organization's
future. That's only one of the reasons our success rate ~as been so high since the inception of our ·
Training program ..
For·those candidates that want to make a difference,
the CEO TRAINING PROGRAM is a highly structured
development course designed to prepare candidates
for Profit Center Management or Technical Sales. As
part of our training program, you'll learn the electrical
distribution business on the job •. through home study
and in conjunction with our formalized training
classes. This challenging program requires a strong
commitment from each participant and encompasses
all aspects of the electrical distribution field.

START
YOUR CAREER TODAY!

All interested candidates should be self-motivated,
sales oriented, geographically flexible and possess an
entrepreneurial spirit.

Consolidated Electrical Distributors in an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Meet the Career Services staff
~""'"!!!l!""'f Ro~s

Mcloan is an
alumnus of
Murray State
University
with experience in
Student
Affairs, the
Registrars
Ross Meloan Office a~d
Regina
Counsehng
Hudspeth
Director
and Testing
Career
since 1977.
Counselor
Meloan was also a Director of
Franklin College from 1975-77.
He is a 17-year veteran of the
Career Services Office.
Meloan is married to
Sharion Meloan, who is the
administrative assistant to the
Vice President for Finance &
Administrative Services. He
recently became the proud
grandfather of an aspiring soccer player.
Career Services provides
Murray State students and
Marlo
alumni a variety of opportuniRhodes
ties and assistance in all
Career Services
asp~cts of career developSpecialist
ment.

Regina Hudspeth has
worked with Career Services
for a little over a year. She
manages on-campus interviews, coordinates employer
information sessions, posts
job-related opportunities in
eRecruiting, plans and organizes Career Fairs, Teacher
Career Fairs and a Part-Time
Job Fair. She encourages stu- Ray Karraker
dents and alumni to utilize
Cooperative
the services Career Services
Education and
provides to maximize their
Internships
career opportunities.

Ray Karraker said students
who participate in cooperative education and internship
programs have the opportunity to apply the skills and
knowledge learned in the
classroom to actual on the
job experiences while gaining course credits.
Ray has a business backgroun~ in the. ba~ing and
financial servtc~s 10dustry.
He graduated WJth a BS and
MBA in economics from
Murray State.

Shirley Martin has worked
as the Coordinator for the
KHEAA Work-Study Program
at Murray State for 14 years.
KHEAA provides eligible students, who are Kentucky residents, job opportunities by
placing them in career-related positions.
Both she and her husband,
Bobby,
are graduates of
Shirley
Murray State. She has a
Martin
KHEAA work- daughter, Janie Hale who
study program attends Murray State, and a
coordinator son, Cory.

· Marlo Rhodes graduated
Donna York is the first
from Murray State with a
person to greet students in
BSB degree in Management
office. She does the bookand a MS degree in
keeping, appointment schedOrganizational
uling. supervision and scbeduling of student worker staff
Communication. She has
and the day-to-day operation
worked at Career Services
for more than 12 years and is
of the office.
She is also the Program
responsible for assisting with
resumes and job search cor- lo.J,.__.._ _.._____. Assistant for the National
respondences, application
Donna York Student Exchange program,
requirements and proceAdministrative which allows Murray State
dures, eRecruiting assistance
Secretary III students to exchange to a difand mock interview program. I
ferent university in the U.S.,
among other things.
·
its territories and Canada.

Lauren Smee joined Career
Services in October where
her primary responsibilities
include career advisement to
undecided freshmen and
sophomores.
She graduated from
Arkansas State University
with a BS in Health
--~-----'Promotion and an M.B.A. in
LaurenSmee Science in College Student
Personnel Services. She is
Career
married
to Shawn Smee,
Specialist 11
director of recruitment at
Murray State.

----- - - - - - -

A hospittti asks tllot ofits nurw. It asks them w manage the medical needs ofmultiple
patimts. to put in long hours and to do it all with a smik. F~r all ofthis. wlw does a
hospitttl give in return? At ~stern Baptist HospitaL nurs~ mj(J) competitive salary
and bmefits, on-site day cart, gmerous shift dijfermtials and tuition rrimburmnmts.
Caren- dn;ewpmmt is mcouragtd with a.clinical l.adLkr program and test fu paymmt for one national specialty cmification.
~u got inw

nursing because you believe in healing and taking care ofpeople.
Visit westernbaptisuom or phone (270) 575-2727 to learn mort about a ho>pital that
wiU take cart ofyou.

A ho6pital where caring

~or

patient6
begin6 with caring ~or nur6e6.
!

WESTERN

~ HOSPITAL
lremrng you well.
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Visit us at the
Career F __. . .
Social Work and
Psychology majors.
Bachelors and Masters
level counseling
Learn how y ou can help
;......-_...
children and f amilies
live successfully.

youthvillages.org
For more info, contact Kelsie Ray.
Kelsie.
thvillages.org or 90 l-251-4905.
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AUTOMATIC ERECRUITNG ACCOUNTS
COMING SOON: ALL MSU STUDENTS
Dear [Student Name),
Welcome to the eRecr\JIIing system from Experience! We are pleased to offer you this
online tool to help manage your career development process.
To login, please go to 6illi:lfmiir51V§taie.erecrwltng com!er/iecunlvlfogtn ISO . Th1s will
direct you to the Murray State University login page. At the top of the page. type In your
usemame and password and click Enter. As a reminder, your usemame 1s
[first.lastname@murraystate.edu] and your password is [XYZ123). Please change your
password as soon as you log1n to ensure your security and privacy.
From the home page, you will see important messages and Instructions from the career
center. Please read these messages carefully!
To start, please complete the following inlbal steps:
1. Complete your profile by clicking on "View/Edit Profile Data• listed under the
"Profile" headmg in the top navigation bar. The more complete your profile IS, the
more we can help you connect wrth opportunities!
2. Upload a resume by clicking on "Upload a Document" listed under the
"Documents• heading and following the simple steps to upload a resume. Your
resume must be in Word or .rtf to begin the conversion process.
3. Click on "Career Center Calendar" listed under the "Calendar· heading to view
upcoming events and opportunities offered by the career center.
4. If you're ready to begin looking for opportunities, click on •Job Search" listed
under the "Jobs & Internships· head1ng to conduct a search.
5. If you're not sure what types of opportunities you're interested 1n,"explore the
different types of content listed under the •career Research" heading.
"•There is a Quick Start Gu1de and a more thorough Help Guide in the Help section 1f
you need further direction. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact
us at [270-809-3735] or [career.services@murraystate.edu]. Welcome to eRecru1tingf
Sincerely,
MSU Career Services Office

LOOK FOR EMAIL MESSAGE IFROM THE
CAREER SERVICES 0FFICE .•. S00N!

Are you ...
• A person of uncompromising integrity?
·Driven to achieve success in a competitive,
spirited workplace?
• Passionate about serving others and making a
difference?
• Seeking a career offering flexibility, independence
and financial growth?
• Interested in a profession backed by a leader in the
health insurance industry?

Don't have enough management expe.rience?

If you're an individual with a strong desire to
succeed, a career as an agent representing the
HealthMarkets Companies may be right for you .

•

Healthrtlarkets

Health protection that fits your life.

The Mu"ay State News is looking the 2009-2010 editors.
Applications for Editor-in-Chief and section editors are
due March 4 in 111 Wilson Hall.
sxc.hu
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Job market shows potential
AUTO
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WWW·KYFB·COM

We're big on
commitment to
our customers.
And to those who
work with us..

Despite the generally negative
economy and the decline in overall
employment in the United States during the first quarter of 2008, according to a recent NACE Research article, seniors looking for a job still
found a relatively robust job market.
In fact, 77 percent of those who
applied for a job received at least one
job interview, with an overall median
of 1.5 interviews per senior applicant.
More than half of all those who
applied for a job, received at least one
job offer.
The article further states two key
components played a major role in
the decisions to accept or reject job
offers: Gender played a significant
role in determining whether a job
offer was accepted with 53 percent of
males accepting the offer compared
to 47 percent of females; and job location was another factor.
However, those who accepted an
offer tended not to rank the job's location as highly as those who did not
accept the position.

Among those who rejected the
offer, the tendency was to make job
location the most important factor in
choosing an employer.
Regina Hudspeth, career counselor,
said Career Services is encouraging
students to have flexibility when it
comes to rejecting potential employment, especially in these economic
times.
"Of course, every student will have
to make the final decision of what he
or she can or cannot do, but be open
minded to relocating and gaining the
necessary experience early on in your
perspective careers," Hudspeth said.
"With proper experience, you
become a more valuable asset and
may have the opportunity to be more
selective in choosing a location of
preference in the near future."
Hudspeth said students are beginning to realize it may be necessary to
relocate for a job depending on their
career field, and she said more
Murray State students than ever are
responding positively to relocating.

Sales Agent Opportunities
Visit us at kfbcareers.com

Other Career Opportunities
Visit us at kfbjobs.com

We look forward
to meeting you at
the career fair!
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Online proves valuable employment-tool
searches
for
jobble job resources and
hunters.
services listed by cate•CareerBuilder
gory or location.
With its efficient
•Monster.com
This dot-com veteran
online recruiting ser•America's
Career
vice, resume posting
features a tremendous
Infonet
capability and access to
database of information
Part of a suite of
the classified ads of 45
for the job seeker and
employer, with a varionline tools sponsored
daily newspapers, •
the
Labor
CareerPath. com, conety of resources for colby
Department. AClnet is
tains an enormous job
lege graduates and
bank with more than
chief executives alike.
a superb source of indepth information on
4000,000
job
•0-Net Online
wages and employment
announcements searchOne-stop shopping
for career descriptions,
trends, occupational
able by type, industry,
state
company and location.
wages and requirerequirements,
•Career Journal
ments, both nationally
labor market condiThe Wall Street
and by state.
tions, national employ•Salary.com
ers' contacts and links
Journal's free site covto
5,000
online
ers all aspects of the
Supported by a team
of experienced comresources.
employment
search
•America's Job Bank
with versatile salary
pensation specialists,
Jointly maintained by
profile data and a calcuthis popular site feathe U. S. Department of
lator. Relocation and
tures fast and easy-toretirement information,
usc salary, benefits,
Labor and various state
cost~of-living wizards, a
employment offices.
hiring trends listed by
This is one of the
industry, resume writsalary timer, college
largest sources online
ing and posting, large
tuition calculator, job
job bank updated twice
assessor and other
for national and international employment.
weekly and hundreds of
tools.
It offers job postings for
articles are avaliable.
•Studentjobs.gov
employers,
resume
•Job-Hunt.org
Federal government
postings, job searching
Here is an impressive
employment opportuby occupation, and keygateway to hundreds of
nities for high school
wor9 anA~ ~m. ~~<14C: • • • ~~~{1.!1. !~$ tQ _acces~t-••• .a.~cl fp!l~g~_snt~~!l!S~ • .

From
Marilyn
Rosenthal's "Looking for
jobs in All the Right
Places"
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How can an internship fit into your future?

Internships provide experience, potential employment
Ray Karraker
Career Services

..

,

.-

When
a
prospective
employer views the resume
of a college student, their
academic accomplishments
are the first items they
notice.
This is for a couple of reasons. First, one's educational
background is one of the first
items listed on a resume, just
after contact information and
career objective.
Secondly, and more important, employers realize most
college students have little or
no experience in their field
of study.
The introduction of experience to your resume will
provide you with an advantage over other students
applying for the same position.
The question then arises as
to how you gain experience

without first having a job; the
answer could be an internship.
An internship allows students to work for an employer in their field of study for a
period of time. whether it is
for a semester or a period
somewhat longer.
These positions can be
either paid or unpaid and
will earn the student credit
hours toward their gradua. tion. ln addition to the possible income and the academic credit earned, there are
other advantages to an
internship.
An internship allows the
student to view a career
field, as well as a company,
from the inside. Many students enter certain areas of
study based on information
provided by others.
The student may not have
any first-hand knowledge as
to what is involved in their

career choice.
They may have a family
member or a friend of the
family involved with a certain job or industry from
whom they have received
input about their choice.
Direct information related
to the job, however, can have
a tremendous effect on a student's decision to enter a certain career.
An internship gives the
individual an opportunity to
see what is actually involved
in a given profession.
This exposure can either
confirm the student's choice
or prompt them to make the
decision to follow another
career path.
An internship pushes students to prove themselves to
employers. The cost associated with hiring and training
new employees has become a
major consideration of many
employers, and if the student

leaves a good impression,
they may get a job.
The use of interns allows
employers
to
evaluate
prospective employees in a
real-time situation.
This evaluation period
gives the employer an
extended time period to
make their determination as
whether to hire the individual on a full-time basis.
A person's potential value
to the company can be better
determined over a period of
time as compared to the
viewing of a resume or during a half-hour interview.
lt has been the experience
of Career Services that more
employers are making use of
internship programs to
locate their future employees.
An internship gives the
student the advantage of
adding experience to their
resume.

Many interns will undergo
a training program at the
beginning of their internship.
Some of these training programs are very valuable to
other employers.
The inclusion of corporation training programs, as
well as the actual experience
of the work completed during the internship, can be a
significant addition to an
individual's resume.
Such an addition may give
the student an advantage
over their competition when
the job search begins.
Involvement in an internship program can have a significant impact on the future
career of the student.
If you would like to obtain
additional information on
this subject come by the
Career Services Office at 210
Ordway Hall, call 809-3117 or
e-mail
ray.karraker@
murraystate.edu.

At Frontier-Kemper Constructors, we believe that the real strength of our
company lies in the experience, knowledge, ability, dedication and
perseverance of our people. We've built a company culture that values
professionalism, openness, innovation, quality, safety, honesty and
reliability-the exact same attributes that our customers value in
Frontier-Kemper.
We are looking for engineers, technical professionals and safety
professionals to work at our corporate headquarters in Evansville, our
Division Offices in Seattle & New York and our project locations throughout
the U.S. and British Columbia. If you're interested in joining a leader in the
Heavy Civil and Underground Construction industry, go to our Careers website
(frontierkemper.com/careers) and submit your resume.
For the past eight years, Frontier-Kemper has been listed by Engineering
News Record as one of the top 400 Contractors in North America. If you have
an interest in working for one of the most respected heavy civil contractors in
the country, contact us. We look forward to hearing from you!

FRONTIER-KEMPER CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
1695 Allen Road. Evansville, IN 47710 • 812.426.2741
frontierkemper.com

Wednesday, March 4
10 a.m.- 2 p . m .
Currls Center,

3rd

Floor

Murray State University • ·21 o Ordway Hall • Murray :-27o:ao9-3735 •
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I believe that
talented people make
all the difference in
the world.
One of the l~st

thing~

I like abum workmg

at Entcrpri.'ie is that there's .:;o much focus
nn cvfrynne\ individual nhilities and
achievements. lt all has to d<l with an
<wcrridmg l!tmcprencurial philosoph)' that
~ays

thar your -;ucce.s.., is truly up ro

\'OU.

I his means that there's no one standard

formula for doing thiugs around here.
It abo mt:an~ d>al l'm workmg alonpide and
l~'nming

diflcrcm thing' from a wttk group

nf ralenred people eYery day h'r, great 10 be
at a comp•my where C\errbod) 's dillerenl.e.s

- whether they be busmcss philosoph1cs or
cuhural ide;.lls- are not (llll}' accepted,
thcr'rc pan of rhe very fahrk of our success.

My ptrSfJ11R!l eN-erprise
.• Enter~f!!:J

What company best
represents me?

We nrc an cqu.tl oppo.munity cmplorcr: M/F/D1\~

l believe this one.

.

~

pr ~\'~lllmcr ~cr-. icc and a b.-thdor's degrcl~. plea~C' applr t)nlinc (!f' www.ctllcrprisc.com/c.trccrs.
"'"' 'n"'a,~>r

•

phom.~,

('5021 'f5B·i808 exl. 200 •

~-m,til.

ntike.lH\mlllcmd@e.mc.{oln
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Hey, seniors
self-actualization than the generation from the late Baby Boom era.
They are, in fact, more driven by
concerns of financial security.
They arc, in this respect, closer to
the representation of students
from the 1950's than any other
previous group.
Nevertheless, there are differences with previous generations
impacting the way Millennials
need recruiting and ;how they are
dealt with in the work force.
They use techniques that are
different from any previous generation during their job-search
process. The access to job information they have through the
National Association of
Internet is unlike anything previColleges and Employers , ous generation's student had.
It allows them to perform the
{NACE)
job-search process without the
interpersonal networking that
Today's students are often
previous generations needed to
depicted as a unique group with a go through. They are also more
different and challen~ing perspec- concerned and more likely to
tive on work and theu careers.
respond in a strong fashion to perThey are seen as motivated less ceived unethical behavior on the
by financial inducements, more
part of employers.
protective of their time and relaThis is likely connected with
tionships outside of the worktheir core concerns of fmancial
place and more driven by the security, especially as they are
desire to develop their personal presented in the employer beneselves than get captured by tradifits they seek.
tional career goals than their preThere is a suggestion here that
they approach employers with
decessors.
This survey was able to measure
some suspicion regardin~ the
exactly how true these shibbo- employer's ability and desue to
leths concerning Millennials are
supply them with the job protecby comparing the attitudes of tions they want.
today's 20-somethings with the
Some of this may be attributable
20-somethings of a previous gen- to the influence of their parents,
who apparently play a key role in
eration.
Findings show this generation the job-search process; perhaps
more of a key role than in any preof college students is not much
different from those preceeding it.
vious generation.
Current-day students express the
It may even be wrong to characsame level of work ethic and are
terize this group of graduates as
as willing or unwilling to make one group.
the same trade-offs between the
There is evidence in this survey
job and other life values as their
that strong subsets exist, going in
predecessors.
different directions than the pluThe notion that the younger
rality of the respondents. Note
generation is more focused on that 25 percent feel the communitheir personal development,
ty is more important than the job.
strive for self actualization above
Simelistic characterizations of
and beyond considerations of the Mlllennials may do those who
career development and financial
recruit and attempt to deal with
security is just plain wrong, at
the new entrants into the work
least as far as it can characterize
force little good in getting their
the core of this generation.
particular entry-level employees
In fact, as a group they are less to be key participants in a compamotivated by the desire to achieve
ny's success and long-term future.

Results of
student survey
report varying
career goals
among grads

At Owensboro Medical Health System,
we've always believed that our 3,000 team
members are among the best caregivers available Anywhere.
And. :accoroing to a 2009 national study cooduaed
HEALTH GRADES
tl'ltUI&
tt
by an indtpmckm, quality survC1ing firm 2009 Oilipallbpal.-.1
H~th~ -rtCent patknr ~ri~nas ~
" (lad EmlrDct.lll
OMHS m~y be leaving our paricn~ 1\ith a similar imprmion.
diiUU

UnU ll&lRCUI'

At OMHS, we've got great, quality prople v.ho are hdping to grow our rcgioiUI
mediul ccntet in Kentucky. Come join us, whet(' we ofFer comprehensive benefits,
ruirion n:imburscmcnr and sdf.scheduling.

-1'11
ln ...

Central~· located In the Midwest

To join the Quality team of nurses at OMHS, visit us on the web at omhs.org

~Owensboro

W

Medical Health System
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We're growing, We're changing,
We're looking for only the best.

If you are interested in a professional
appointment, please contact Recruiter,
Stephanie Nutter-Osborne, at 270-762-1906.
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Tips for Successful Career Fairs
Cnroer lairs provtde job seekers a way to explore opportunl11es from many campan1es '1 one
locatiOn ll's a grent way to team about Job opeungs, research comparnes ana practice your
mtervtcwing and networking sktl!s

BEFORE THE FAIR
Do your homework.
Spend time researchmg the compamcs at the fatr Employers lovo talking to candidates who are
ram•har 'IIIith their company and business You II come across as tnlelligcnt and mtcreslcd

Get your resume in order.
Croale and/or mfno your resume and bring many, many clean, crisp copies to hund oul

Prepare a sound bite.
Create a one-mlnuto "t;ound bite" that sumrnarfzcs your skills, goals oxpor once, and the kind of
cornpa11y with wh1cl1 you want Ia associate. Practice th1s unli. you aro comfortable ustng this as
your ope11tng Anticipate interview questions and practice your responses

AT THE FAIR
Plan the day.
Relax and pla11 on spend•ng t!mo al ttl!:! fair Carcor fairs are ool Ut<JI froqtJnnl so plan your lime
wall. Try to avOJd standrng in long l~nos Go eary II pos!!tb!c b~auso lho first hour 15 usllttlly the
slowest

Ease into It.
Visit your lower prlonty wmpuruos lu·st. THts way you can prar.hcu and flrlfl luna your
upproach When you aro ready lhfln proceed lo the top prlonty flml'loycrs on your list

2009 FALL CAREER FAIR
10 a.m.-2p.m.
March 4, 2009

·curris Center third floor

Keep it lively.
Tho lines may bo oaunhng. bul don'l f;~lllo max1m!Lc thiS oppor1L.nlty Talk lo every company that
f1ls your expenence and a!llbillons If you rneet With 20 recrll!lers, atlha end of the day vou will
know 20 people by name Thal sure beals sending 11 blind resume to "Personnel Direclor •
Q

w
~

Wh<;n you gal to actually talk to a com~any representative mmember to shake hands
firmly and Introduce yourself. Th:s Is your chance to make the best ftrsl impress;on
Network I Talk lo bolh employers and other job cand.dales. If you nre standrng In line
don't bo shy talk to the people 1n line More JObs are filled by notworking than any other
mauns.
Avoid tile shopping spree, Many compon•os gtve out froE:biCs at thetr booths It's OK
to pick up an Item or tv.'O but don't leave the Impression thai you am shoppmg for your
dorm or apartment

Get the interviewer's business card - and follow up!
If fm inlerview goes well you will wanllo follow up w1lh a Iotter ~'VIIhin FJ couple of days that
reinforces the points you made and the facts you learned Always mfcr to tho dale and locoFon of
the job fair Highlight parts of tho convci'SBI,on that stood out to make It easy for them to
romembor you A.'ways mclude t1 copy of your ro:surne

Visit www.experience.com for more career advice.

http://murraystate.crccru
iting.com/stu/cf_details?
Jbnd-3099 refer to the
Student Details tab.
Planning to attend? VIsit the
above URL and click on
"Registered Organizations" to

view all employers
participating In 1he 2008 Fall
Career Fair. Or, click an "Fflter
By Major Recruiting" drop·
down field to find employers
who 1ue rocrulting for specific
majors.
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